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Family Preschool Mission Statement 
 

Family Preschool is a nonprofit, non-sectarian, nondiscriminatory, 
cooperative preschool. Its primary objective is to help the preschool child 
develop socially, emotionally, physically, and intellectually through 
interesting and challenging play in a safe, loving, and nurturing setting. 
Family Preschool is committed to providing a flexible and process-
oriented environment that encourages children to follow their own 
interests, make choices, and develop their creative aptitudes. 
 

Family is at the core of Family Preschool’s philosophy and its operation 
as a parent-run cooperative. Enhanced by the talents and energies of 
the families, who participate, the school seeks to integrate home and the 
early school experience. In turn, the school offers ideas, guidance, and 
knowledge parents can incorporate into their own learning process. 
Finally, Family Preschool endeavors to foster a supportive community 
among all its members – children, parents, and staff. 

 
 
 

Family Preschool 
4907 Garrett Road, Durham, NC 27707 

(919) 402-1500 

 
 

May your stay be long and happy! 
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INTRODUCTION TO FAMILY PRESCHOOL 
How children feel about and see themselves is the basis upon which they build all 
other relationships and take on the tasks of childhood.  Family Preschool is 
committed to offering a preschool experience that builds a child's self-confidence 
and independence, thus enhancing self-esteem.  Our program recognizes the 
individual differences in needs and development among children.  Through a 
carefully structured and flexible environment, the program encourages the unique 
social, emotional, physical and intellectual development of each child. 

Members of a “Preschool Child Study Group” began our program in 1970.  The 
school's program was modeled to some extent on one of the earliest cooperative 
schools in the United States, The Children's Community, in Berkeley, California.  
Originally located in the Ephesus Baptist Church, the school was organized as the 
Ephesus Parent Cooperative and offered a preschool experience for three- and four- 
year old children.  In 1973, the Ephesus Parent Co-op was incorporated as a 
nonprofit organization. 

The co-op moved to Aldersgate United Methodist Church in 1978 and changed its 
name to Family Preschool.  In 1982 the school added a program for two-year-old 
children.  In 1987 Family Preschool became one of the first preschools accredited by 
the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC).  Since then 
we have been re accredited three times.  In 2008 we moved to our current location 
on the Eno River Unitarian Universalist Fellowship (ERUUF) campus. While the 
school has always been located in church facilities, it is non-sectarian.  Presently we 
contract for our use of the ERUUF facility and pay a monthly rent to the church.  In 
2010 we added a PMO program, now called the 1-day program. 

The name of Family Preschool reflects the central importance of the family in this 
preschool program.  The school seeks to integrate home with the early school 
experience and is enhanced by the talents and energies of the families who 
participate.  A parent board administers family Preschool; parents participate 
regularly in the classroom as assistants to the professional staff and parent 
education workshops are offered during the year.  Family Preschool endeavors to 
foster a support community among children, parents, and staff. 
 
 

Positive Discipline 

In keeping with the National Academy of Early Childhood Programs (NAEYC) 
guidelines, Family Preschool teachers and parents use non-punitive and 
developmentally appropriate discipline strategies.  We believe that conflict is a 
natural part of working and playing together, so we treat it as a teaching opportunity.  
By working through conflict, children can learn self-control and cooperation.  They 
also can develop strong qualities of self-esteem and independence.  We encourage 
children to verbalize feelings; to problem-solve; and to express anger, sadness, and 
frustration appropriately.  We also state our expectations for behavior in a positive 
and friendly way.  At Family Preschool, we never use physical punishment.  We 
never withhold food, nor do we offer food as a reward.  No child is humiliated or 
threatened.  Both teachers and parents work together to promote positive strategies 
in the classroom. 
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Procedures for Dealing with Children’s Adjustment to FPS 

Family Preschool maintains no screening procedure for children entering the 
program.  Parents should be aware that any given group of preschoolers would have 
its own range of developmental diversity.  The school is dedicated to working with all 
children within the framework of its educational philosophy. 

Many children experience some degree of difficulty participating in a group.  That 
struggle may be evident soon after a child enters the program, but it may also 
surface at any time during the year.  The staff strives for flexibility in addressing each 
child's individual pattern of development, while upholding its commitment to the 
general principles of Family Preschool. 

On occasion, a child may be developmentally unprepared to assimilate into a 
classroom, or the nature of the program may prove incompatible with a child's 
particular needs or learning style.  If you have concerns about your child's 
adjustment to the program, please voice those concerns directly to the teacher.  The 
teacher will work with the Director to assess the child's readiness for this group 
environment.  If necessary, the Director will arrange for an independent consultant to 
evaluate the child. 

If the Director and teacher decide that aspects of the classroom can be adapted to 
meet the individual needs of the child, they will formulate a detailed educational plan 
accordingly.  A specified time frame will be established to determine if the plan is 
working.  Parents should be assured that the needs of all children would be 
considered before such a plan is implemented.  The Parent Board must approve any 
plan that involves hiring additional staff, reassignment of current staff, or significant 
changes in program. 

 

Outside Observers in the School 
 

At the discretion of the Director, student teachers and other educators will be 
welcome in the classroom.  The Director will notify the membership ahead of time 
when such visits are expected. 
 
 

COMMUNICATIONS 
 
Parent Mailboxes 
Participation day calendar, notices of meeting and events, reminders of team 
cleaning sessions, telephone messages, and handouts will all be placed in the 
parent mailboxes in the hall.  Please check your mailbox frequently. 

 
Memo Boards 
A memo board (dry erase board) is available both right inside the main FPS 
entrance door and above the cubbies across from the bathrooms, for daily 
communication.  Changes in daily pick-up and/or changes in emergency phone 
numbers for a given day need to be communicated daily via the memo board. 



E-Mail 
A great deal of communication is done via e-mail, so please check your e-mail 
frequently.  If you do not have e-mail access, please let the Director know so other 

arrangements can be made.  Examples of e-mail communication are: 

 School closings (due to weather) 
The director or president will send an e-mail to all families as soon as the 
decision has been made (unless there are power outages). 

 General information and/or reminders 

 Board and Committee business 

 Family Preschool’s newsletter, Oddments, is published electronically via e-mail. 

 
 

Phone Chain 
 

In some cases, a phone chain will be used to convey important information.  Below 
are the guidelines of the phone chain: 

1. The President notifies the class representative. 

2. Using the alphabetical roster, the class representative (FPS Board Member) will 
contact the first family of the program (2, 3, 4 or 5-day) and explain the reason for 
the phone chain. 

3. That family phones the next family on the roster and relays the information. 

4. That family phones the next, proceeding in order to the end of that class’s roster. 

NOTE: If you reach a family’s answering machine, leave a message and call 
the next family on the list. 

If after trying for 15 minutes you cannot reach a family, please call the 
next family on the list.  Try again later to reach the family you skipped. 

5. The last family on the roster calls their class representative to verify that the 
phone chain worked. 

 

 

Parent/Teacher Conferences 
 

Individual conferences with your child's teacher will be scheduled in the fall and in 
the spring.  Other conferences may be arranged as desired. 

 

SCHOOL CALENDAR 

A master calendar of co-op events is posted in the hall at school. The parent board 
maintains the calendar.  Members wishing to schedule an event, or to cancel an 
event already scheduled, need to check with the Vice President. Holidays generally 
follow the calendar of the Durham Public Schools. 
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School Closing And Delays/Snow Policy 

1. Family Preschool will close whenever the lights, water, or heat are out of service. 

2. Family Preschool will follow the Durham Public Schools. When Durham Public 
Schools are closed, Family Preschool will also be closed. If Durham Public 
Schools operate on a two-hour delay, FPS will operate on a one hour delay, 
opening at approximately 10:00 am.  If the opening of school is delayed, parents 
should wait with their child until either their teacher or the Director is present in 
the classroom.  

3. If Durham Public Schools close early due to inclement weather, FPS will close 30 
minutes prior to the time that Durham Public Schools close, and there will be no 
lunch bunch. Parents will be informed via email. 

4. The Director and the President will decide when to close and re-open Family 
Preschool, should any deviation from the above policy be necessary. 

5. Co-op families will be notified about school closings and openings through email 
from the President or Director by 8:00 am. In the rare event that this is not 
possible, a telephone chain will be used. In case of a telephone chain, the 
President will notify class representatives about school closings and openings. 
The class representatives will then start the telephone chain to notify 
parents of any closings or delays. 

6. Teachers may bring their children to Family Preschool if other childcare 
arrangements cannot be made. 

Make-Up Days:  The first three cancelled days of school will be made up during 
the regular school year. Any further days will not be made up. The Director will 
schedule the make-up days. 

 
 
Workdays and Team Cleaning Sessions 

At least one member from each family must attend the following: 

1. The Saturday playground workday before the start of school. (Children are 
invited to attend and play on the playground.)  Parents will be working both 
inside and outside (children need to remain outside). Snacks and beverages 
are provided. Actual time worked can be recorded on your FPS hours log. 

2. The Saturday year-end clean up at the end of the school year.  (No children 
please!)  Actual time worked can be recorded on your FPS hours log. 

Any family unable to attend the year-end clean up must either  
1) give two weeks notice to the Vice President and pay $100 to hire 
help OR  
2) pay a $150 no-show fine. 

3. The mid-week evening team cleaning session (from 7 PM to 9 PM) that your 
family is assigned to. The Vice President assigns the team cleanings.  If you 
need to re-schedule your team cleaning night please contact the Vice 
President.)  Actual time worked can be recorded on your FPS hours log. 



 

Parent Orientation 
 

An orientation session for parents (no children please) will be held at the beginning 
of the school year.  Attending orientation is mandatory for all parents who will 
participate as Helping Parents.  Parent orientation cannot be recorded as hours 
earned.  After school has been in session for a while, another meeting may be 
scheduled to address any concerns of the parents and/or staff, or to reacquaint 
members with policies and procedures. 
 

 
Meetings 
 

The FPS by-laws require that an annual business meeting be held in the spring, and 
attendance is requested for this meeting.  Board meetings are held monthly, and all 
parents are welcome to attend.  Only 1 hour can be recorded on your hours log for 
attending a board meeting (that includes board members as well). 

 
 
School Clean-up 
 
Did you know that Family Preschool rents the building and playground from Eno 
River Unitarian Universalist Fellowship?  For that arrangement, we share the 
responsibility for keeping our school clean and safe.  The program involves daily 
cleaning tasks, weekly cleaning tasks that are done each day, and several team 
cleaning sessions throughout the year.  When you are the Helping Parent be sure to 
wear clothes that you can get dirty both in playing with the kids and in cleaning.  We 
use lots of bleach! 

 
 
Field Trips 
 
Field trips are a wonderful way to extend discovery and learning into the community.   
The 5-day program are offered two or three field trips a year, the 4-day program 
occasional. Younger siblings are welcome on these trips but note that parents can 
then only drive their own child. 

The Field Trip Coordinator will post a sign-up sheet for drivers at least one week 
prior to the trip.  Except for the parents scheduled to work that day, anyone driving 
will earn one hour of credit.  Parents will be assigned a few children in their group 
that they must supervise on the trip.  Younger siblings are welcome to join us if the 
parent's attention can remain focused on the preschool children in their group.  We 
can only go on trips if we have enough drivers, so we encourage parents to sign up 
and have some fun. 

When planning field trips, we want them to be fun, but most importantly, we want to 
keep the safety of our children in mind.  All parents are expected to comply with all 
North Carolina laws and guidelines regarding the transportation of young children.  
Please refer to Family Preschool's transportation policy at the back of this handbook 
for a review of the NC Governor's Highway Safety Program. 
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HEALTH 

Health Policy 

Do not bring a child with a fever of 100 degrees or higher to school.  Wait until he or 
she has been free of fever for 24 hours without the use of fever reducing 
medications (e.g. Tylenol or Ibuprofen, etc.).  Please also do not bring a child to 
school who is vomiting or has diarrhea. Wait until he or she has been free of 
vomiting and/or diarrhea for 24 hours. If your child is experiencing symptoms that 
would exclude him of her from school, but they are not due to a contagious condition 
(e.g. antibiotic side effects), please contact the Director for guidance. If your child is 
recuperating and is fever-, diarrhea-, and vomit-free, then whether or not he or she 
comes is left to the parents' judgment. Refer to Dressing for Outside Play below. 

 

If your child is recuperating and fever-free, then whether or not he or she comes is 
left to the parents’ judgment.  Refer to Dressing for Outside Play below. 

Please notify the teacher if your child has contracted or been exposed to a 
communicable disease such as chicken pox.  Parents need to inform the Director if 
their child is diagnosed with any communicable disease. In the event that your child 
becomes ill during the school day, you or your designated emergency contact will be 
notified. 

 

 

MEDICATIONS 
 

The staff members of FPS will not routinely administer medications or apply either 
sunscreen or insect repellants (these must be applied by parents).  Exceptions will 
be made for children with serious medical conditions (including asthma or severe 
allergies), who may require “rescue” medications in the event of emergency 
situations.  Administration of these medications will require written authorization by 
both the child’s parent and their health care provider.  The child’s health care 
provider must also provide written guidance for the proper use of these medications. 
 

 

IMMUNIZATIONS 
 

Children admitted to Family Preschool must comply with the immunization 
schedule of the State of North Carolina.  A medical information and immunization 
form signed at a physician’s office or clinic must be submitted before the application 
is complete.  No child will be required to have any immunization if the child’s 
physician certifies that the required immunization is or may be detrimental to the 
child’s health.  FPS does not recognize any religious exemptions from our 
immunization requirements. 
 

The director shall implement a plan to exclude a child who is either not immunized or 
under immunized (owing to a medical condition) from FPS, promptly, if a vaccine 
preventable disease to which children are susceptible occurs at FPS.  The director 
shall determine when the child can return to FPS. 



 
 
Maternity Arrangements 

Any family may request that their Helping Parent days be scheduled so that they 
need not work for the four weeks following the birth of a child.  It may be easier for 
the parents if they take the required Helping Parent days and Team Cleaning 
Session before the birth of the baby, but members may make any arrangement that 
meets their personal needs while fulfilling their co-op commitment. 

 

Dressing For Outside Play 

We will be going outside whenever we can.  Large motor development is essential, 
and fresh air, vigorous activity, and the freedom of the playground are also 
important.  Cold, damp weather will not keep us inside, but teachers will listen to the 
children and adjust the outdoor schedule based on their comfort.  Please be sure 
your child has appropriate clothing for outside play.  We do keep a supply of loaners, 
but children are much happier with their own clothes.  If you feel your child is not 
healthy enough to play outside, perhaps a day of rest at home will be better for him 
or her. 

 

In-School Emergencies and First Aid 

Evacuation plans are posted at either end of the hallway in the event of an in-school 
emergency.  The First Aid Supplies Cabinet is labeled and located in the hallway, 
above the cubbies.  Please notify a teacher of any injuries or emergencies.  In the 
event of a serious or life-threatening emergency, call 911 immediately. 
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FPS WEATHER/ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION POLICY  
 

We try to get the children outside everyday as we believe our play yard is an 
extension of our class rooms, however, there are of course circumstances when we 
will need to stay inside.  Below are the guidelines FPS teachers follow when 
deciding if it is appropriate to play outside, as well as alert systems FPS has signed 
up for giving weather and air quality notifications. 
 

Temperature – The children can go out when the temperature falls within the 
acceptable range on the Child Care Weather Watch. 
http://www.idph.state.ia.us/hcci/common/pdf/weatherwatch.pdf 
 

Weather – Family Preschool is signed up to receive severe weather notifications 
from Durham Emergencies Communication Center CodeRED.  All classes are 
required to remain inside during the threat of severe weather. 
 

Environmental Pollution – Family Preschool is signed up to receive air quality 
alerts from the North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources 
EnviroFlash Air Quality Forecasts.  When local air quality is in Code Red “unhealthy” 
children will remain indoors. 
 

In the event of a weather-related emergency during school hours which impacts 
driving conditions, parents should use their discretion in deciding whether or not it is 
safe to be on the roads. In this event please call the school to notify the staff that you 
will be late. At least two teachers will remain with the children until everyone has 
been picked up.  

http://www.idph.state.ia.us/hcci/common/pdf/weatherwatch.pdf


 

2-DAY AND 3-DAY PROGRAMS 
 

The School Day 

The school day begins at 9:00 AM.  At the beginning of the school year pick-up time 
is at 11:30 AM.  The pick up time is moved to a later time as determined by the 
teacher and parents in the program. 

Parents are responsible for supervising their children after the pick-up time! 

Flexibility is the most important component of the Family Preschool program.  Until 
we know the children in the school, we really do not know exactly what kind of a 
program we are going to have. This is what makes each year so exciting.  However, 
our flexibility does not negate the need for a framework within which to build our 
program. The following describes how we divide our time in the morning: 

Children start the day inside with a free play period.  During this free play time, the 
children may work at the easel or with a variety of art materials, try their hands at 
dress-up in the dramatic play corner, play with sand or water, look at books, and 
sometimes cook or engage in other special activities. The free play lasts for 
approximately one hour.  It is followed by clean up, using the bathroom, washing, 
and snack. Then a group time for stories, songs, finger plays, movement or 
discussion. The morning ends with outside play. 

Our program is rich and varied, and we hope it will present you and your child with 
many learning opportunities. Most of all, we hope that you will enjoy the experiences 
which we will share together. 
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2-DAY AND 3-DAY CURRICULUM PROGRAM GOALS AND 
OBJECTIVES: 

Activities are planned for children with the following goals and objectives in mind: 
 

Social/Emotional Development 

1. To help each child and family handle separation in a positive, affirming 
way; 

2. To help each child give names to his feelings, and find acceptable ways to 
deal with them; 

3. To provide each child with the opportunity for constructive, safe play 
alongside of, and cooperatively with, other children; to respect each child's 
need to play by him/herself;  

4. To give each child words and strategies for resolving conflict situations - 
giving the children room to try them out on their own, while keeping them 
safe;  

5. To help each child become aware of other people's feelings and needs; to 
encourage "pro social" behaviors; 

6. To encourage each child's initiative in the use of materials and in pursuing 
his/her curiosity; 

7. To foster each child's sense of pride in being able to do things for 
him/herself and figure out things for him/herself; to encourage each child 
in the development of self-help skills (dressing, personal hygiene, 
washing, picking up, etc.);  

8. To support each child in his or her growing ability to make choices for 
him/herself, and to focus on an activity and stay with it to completion, by 
providing adequate opportunities for choice and sufficient blocks of time 
for the process. 

9. To foster each child's sense of being lovable and competent and special 
and his or her sense of being an important part of the group. 



Cognitive Growth 

To provide opportunities for each child to expand his or her use of language by: 

1. Listening to and responding to each child's talk, expanding on it where 
appropriate; 

2. Sharing experiences and stories which provide opportunities for children 
to learn new vocabulary for feelings, objects and actions in a natural, 
supportive way; 

3. Introducing vocabulary for concepts of space, time, number, color, shape, 
etc., as appropriate to the child's self-chosen activities and level of 
language development; 

4. To provide opportunities for children to explore the qualities of basic 
materials - sand, water, blocks, clay, playdough, paint, etc.; 

5. To provide opportunities for children to explore the world around them, 
both the natural world and the world of their neighborhood and community; 

6. To provide experiences which require the child to put objects and events 
into relationship and notice similarities and differences; 

7. To encourage questioning and problem solving skills as they emerge in 
the two-year-old; to provide suggestions and assistance in problem 
solving only when the child has exhausted his or her own resources and 
clearly desires help. 

 

Physical Development 

1. To provide opportunities for each child to develop and refine small muscle 
skills and eye-hand coordination through the use of manipulative toys 
(puzzles, duplos, beads, pegboards, etc.) and art materials (crayons 
markers, scissors, glue, paint, etc.); to select materials that challenge but 
do not overly frustrate individual children; 

2. To provide opportunities to develop and refine large muscle skills and 
positively expend physical energy with opportunities each day for climbing, 
sliding, swinging, carrying, hauling, running, balancing, kicking and 
throwing. 

3. To provide opportunities for increased body awareness through the use of 
songs, finger plays and creative movement activities. 
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Development of Creativity and Self-Expression 

1. To encourage each child in his dramatic play - by providing materials both 
for "actor" play (where children try on specific roles) and "producer-
director" play (where children manipulate and direct small figures or toys 
and pretend with them); and by expanding on the play, when appropriate, 
through the addition of new props, new information or suggestions, or by 
joining in; 

2. To provide opportunities for each child to explore basic art materials, with 
the focus always on the process, not the product, and with respect for 
each child's individual style; 

3. To provide opportunities for children to express their individual 
preferences by giving many opportunities for making choices. 

 
 
2-DAY AND 3-DAY PROGRAMS DAILY SCHEDULE 

 

8:30 Set-Up Helping Parent and child arrive to assist teacher 

9:00 – 10:15 Center Time Child-initiated, child's choice of activities 

10:15 – 10:25 Clean-Up Children and adults clean up classroom 

10:25 – 10:35 Washing Hands Children and adults prepare for snack time 

10:35 – 10:50 Snack 

10:50 – 11:05 Gathering Group activities, such as 
music, instruments, creative movement, stories, 
puppets, and discussions 

11:05 – 12:00*       Playground** 

 

 

  * At the beginning of the school year pick-up is at 11:30.  Many children are tired and 

need a break from the older children entering the playground at this time.  Parents 
are responsible for supervising their children after this time.  Teachers and parents 
will determine the later pick-up time, as children are ready. 

** Children want and need to play outside.  With proper clothing, cold and misty 

weather does not stop us from going outside.  If the weather is bad, we stretch things 
out so that by 11:15 we explore other inside options.  There are special "rainy day" 
activities that can be brought into the classroom.  Children should be picked up 
promptly, so the helping parent can clean the room.  We always hope it doesn't rain 



before 1:00 PM! 

 

Please note that these times are approximate and the schedule is subject to change 
by the teachers at any time, based on the needs of the children.  Children are 
always given a verbal reminder five minutes before a transition to another activity.  
Children are encouraged and assisted in using the toilets throughout the morning.  
Teachers change children wearing diapers, as needed. 

 
 
HELPING PARENTS’ MORNING SET-UP ROUTINE 

for 2 and 3-DAY PROGRAMS 
 
Arrive at 8:30 AM and wash your hands and your child’s hands.  Include your child in the 

routines of your Helping Parent day. 

 
Below you will find a summary of the helping parent duties. There are also cheat 
sheets and a detailed Helping Parent Guidebook available in the classrooms and 
hallway. If you have any questions about any of these procedures, feel free to 
ask a teacher or fellow helping parent! 
 
 
- Empty dishwasher. 
- Check that snack is being made (by the 4 – 5 day parent). 
- (Mondays) Refill water cooler. 
- Refill easel bucket with a few inches of water and squirt of 
  detergent and put paint brushes into paint pots. 
- Refill water table with water from the janitor's closet (1 bucket 
  almost full) and put towel on water table spout. 
- Switch and refill cracker boxes (6 crackers each box). 
- Make bleach/soapy bottles. 
- Put away previous day's artwork in cubbies. 
- Refill bathroom/classroom paper/soap supplies. 
- Check with teacher for any other tasks 

- Make sure empty “dishes” bin is on top of garbage can (for snack 

  clean-up time). 
- At 9 AM, assist the teacher in greeting each family, 
  as they arrive. 
 
 

HELPING PARENTS’ NOON CLEAN-UP ROUTINE for 2 and 3-DAY 
PROGRAMS 

 

When approximately half the children have been picked up or their parents are on 
the playground, check with the teacher to see if supervision is adequate for you to 
go inside. If your child wishes to stay outside while you begin to clean up you must 
arrange for another parent to be responsible for your child. Unless you 
are participating in the Playground Parent switch (a simple 30-minute switch so that 
a parent can clean inside while another comes to stay on the playground early).  
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- Put away remaining toys. 
- Sanitize any toys/items teachers have put aside. 
- Put away artwork, if dry. 
- Clean all the tables. 
- Stack chairs (plastic seats down) on tables (cracker, play dough and  
   big tables). 
- Empty water table (into the janitor's closet or the garden outside),  
  bleach spray. 
- Bleach spray following door handles:  

Treefrog classroom’s two doors, the cabinet doors,  
FPS’s front door, the PMO room’s (big room across the hall) two doors, and the children’s 
bathroom’s doors 

- Put brushes in easel bucket, clean brushes and empty bucket. 
- Load all snack dishes into dishwasher: if school wide dishes are 

  all loaded…TURN ON!! 
- Hand wash trays, bleach spray. 
- Put all dirty towels in adult bathroom basket. 
- Empty bleach bottles daily, soap bottles on Friday. 
- Consolidate trash: Treefrog classroom, all bathrooms and diaper pail trash cans; then 

  take to dumpster. 
- Empty diaper pail (in bathroom) DAILY. 
- Weekly tasks. 

 
 
 
 

WEEKLY TASKS 
 
 

MONDAY 

Refill liquid hand soap dispensers in all four bathrooms. Refill soap is 
in the cleaning closet. 

Clean the changing table and spray with bleach solution. 

 

 

TUESDAY 

Empty the playground trash can. 

Wash off step stools in all four bathrooms and by water fountain. 
Sanitize potty seats. The potty seats are kept in both of the children’s 
bathroom cabinets. 

  

 

WEDNESDAY 

Clean all mirrors in the children’s bathrooms and classroom. 

Empty the paper shredder in office into recycling bin and put all other 
recycling in bins at the end of the hallway. Chipboard recycling (cereal 
boxes) is separate from white paper.   

 

 



THURSDAY 

Using a bucket of soapy water and wash cloth, wipe all counter 
surfaces in the classroom.  (*Buckets are on top of the snack cabinet 
in hallway, not marked “dishes only.”) 

 

 

FRIDAY 

Empty the playground trash can. 

Empty water cooler (in the classroom), spray with bleach bottle, and 
let air dry. 

 

4-DAY AND 5-DAY PROGRAMS 

 
Mixed-Age Grouping 

A few parents who were early childhood educators started Family Preschool.  It has 
always operated as a mixed-age group of 3 & 4 year olds, with the addition of a 
separate class for 2-year-olds when space became available.  Mixed-age grouping 
is supported here for the following reasons: (For more information see parent resource, “The Case for 

Mixed-Age Grouping in Early Education”) 

1. Mixed-age grouping resembles family and neighborhood groupings, which 
throughout human history have informally provided much of children’s 
socialization and education. 

2. Research indicates that social development can be enhanced by experiences 
available in mixed-age grouping.  Leadership and pro-social behaviors have 
been observed to increase. 

3. Current concepts of cognitive development imply that children whose 
knowledge or abilities are similar but not identical stimulate each other’s 
thinking and cognitive growth. 

4. Research on peer tutoring and cooperative learning indicates that interaction 
between less able and more able children benefits all individuals both 
academically and socially. 

5. Mixed-age grouping relaxes the rigid, lock-step curriculum with its age-graded 
expectations, which are inappropriate for a large proportion of children. 

The mixed-age group of 24 children (4-day and 5-day program) is team taught by 
three paid professional staff and two Helping Parents.  This group is together four 
days a week, Tuesday through Friday.  On Mondays only the 5-day program 
operates, allowing a pre-kindergarten focus in the second semester. 

The mixed-age group functions as one group for a majority of the school day.  To 
provide effective communication with parents and to offer a smaller group 
experience during daily transitions, the children are divided up into three gatherings 
of eight, with one teacher assigned primary responsibility for each small gathering. 
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It is important to note that the curriculum requires that approximately once a week 
the whole group is together for large gathering.  Whether we are going on a field trip 
together, having a special guest performer, or discussing information that affects the 
whole class, we work as one group.  As a result, small group gathering is limited to 3 
days a week, 15 to 20 minutes a day, for a total of 1 hour a week.  

Early in August after staffing and enrollment has been finalized, teachers meet to 
determine small gatherings for the 4-day and 5-day mixed-age group.  Many things 
are considered that teachers would like all parents to understand: 

 Teachers interact and form special relationships with each individual child in 
the program and work very hard in communicating information to one another.  
The teachers share in the assessment and individual goal setting for each child.  
Children and parents both benefit from the group effort and experience of the 
teaching team. 

 The team of teachers will decide which gathering they will have primary 
responsibility for each year.  Gatherings will be balanced according to gender, 
children with special needs, and the known individual personalities effecting 
group dynamics. 

 When parents discuss who will be in which gathering, or request to have 
their child placed with a special friend or a certain teacher, they seriously 
undermine the spirit of the cooperative.  Family Preschool endeavors to 
foster a supportive community among all its members – children, parents, 
and staff.  The teachers believe in a developmentally appropriate program 
with each child as an independent learner.  Each child’s individual needs 
will be met, regardless as to what gathering they are in.  Please trust and 
respect the teachers’ professional expertise. 

 Teachers welcome in written form any additional information from parents 
concerning their child’s learning style, family/home environment, or specific 
goals they have for their child. 

 
 
 
 

The School Day 

The school day begins at 9:00 AM. The pick-up time is between 11:45 AM and 12:00 
PM. Parents are responsible for supervising their children after the pick-up 
time. 

Flexibility is the most important component of the Family Preschool program.  Until 
we know the children in the school, we really do not know exactly what kind of a 
program we are going to have. This is what makes each year so exciting. However, 
our flexibility does not negate the need for a framework within which to build our 
program.  The following describes how we divide our time in the morning: 

Children begin their day outside. After approximately a half-hour they come into the 
classrooms by small groups for their gatherings and snack.  This is a time of sharing, 
laughing, singing, and learning. Then, all children participate in "free play" at centers 



for approximately one hour.  Next there is clean up.  After another short gathering, 
children go outside to end the day.  Interwoven into this structure are "special times” 
and special guests that provide a variety of learning experiences.  The children 
participate in field trips, cooking projects, woodworking, storytelling, creative 
movement, and music activities. 

Our program is rich and varied, and we hope it will present you and your child with 
many learning opportunities.  Most of all, we hope  that you will enjoy the 
experiences which we will share together. 

 

Lunch Bunch 
 

A lunch bunch program will be offered to the 4- and 5-day children.  The children will remain on the 

playground for a short period of time followed by lunch, which each child brings from home.  During lunch the 

teacher reads a story.  Children generally play until pick-up, between 12:50 PM and 1:00 PM.  The program will 

be offered Mondays through Thursdays.  A total of 12 children may participate each day. 

 

The twelve 5-day children are all eligible for and mandatory to sign up for lunch bunch on Mondays, as this 

allows extra time for special field trips designed especially for the pre-kindergartner. 

 

At lunch bunch, children are taught that we “share our snack” at school; but we are not allowed to 

“share our lunch” at school. There are many good reasons for this rule, besides the obvious threat to 

children with allergies.  It supports the fact that parents want their children to eat only what they have 

provided, not what their friends might be eating.  As always, we encourage parents to pack healthy lunch 

items and to limit sweets. 

 

 
4-DAY AND 5-DAY PROGRAM GOALS AND OBJECTIVES: 

Activities are planned for children with the following goals and objectives in mind: 

Social/Emotional Development 

1. To promote each child's self-esteem by providing choices, providing 
adequate time to allow each child to explore materials at a comfortable 
pace, providing open-ended materials that allow children to explore in their 
own way, and valuing the varied processes children use to explore 
materials without putting undue emphasis on the product achieved; 

2. To encourage each child's initiative and problem solving by providing 
appropriate materials and a supportive presence where necessary. 

3. To help each child recognize and begin to understand his/her feelings and 
to find acceptable ways to express and deal with them; 

4. To help each child recognize the feelings of others; 

5. To encourage pro-social behaviors; 

6. To provide situations which encourage cooperative play; 

7. To help each child develop the skill to resolve conflict by: 

(a) Giving younger children strategies and words for resolving conflict; 
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(b) Giving older children opportunities to resolve conflict on their own and 
to provide them with help when necessary with: 

- Defining the problem from each person's point of view; 

- Generating a number of alternative ways to solve the problem; 

- Choosing an alternative that best meets each child's needs; 

- Following through on the choice; 

(c) Giving older children the chance to generate some of the rules by 
which their group functions and providing opportunities for engaging in 
rule governed games. 

8. To help each child and family handle separation in a positive and affirming 
way; 

9. To provide a setting in which a child feels safe and able to take risks; 

10. To foster each child's sense of pride in being able to figure out and do 
things for him/herself; to encourage the development of self-help skills. 



Cognitive Growth 

1. To provide opportunities for a child to explore the qualities of basic 
materials (sand, water, blocks, wood, clay, paint, and other art materials); 

2. To provide experiences which require a child to put objects and events 
into relationship and to notice similarities and differences; to provide 
concrete materials which allow a child to begin to explore correspondence, 
pattern, sequence and number; 

3. To support children as they begin to pose questions and set problems out 
of his/her work with materials; to help in the process of generating 
possible solutions to these problems and questions; to support and 
facilitate testing out of ideas; 

4. To provide opportunities for each child to expand his/her use of language 
by listening and responding to his/her tale - expanding on it where 
appropriate; and sharing experiences and stories which provide 
opportunities for a child to learn new vocabulary for feelings, objects, 
actions and concepts in a natural, supportive way and as appropriate to 
the self-chosen activities and level of language development; 

5. To provide opportunities for children to expand their listening skills by 
supplying CD’s, records, tapes and books for their use during free play 
and by allowing and encouraging conversations between children and with 
adults; sharing stories, songs, puppetry, felt board and music (movement) 
experiences with small groups; and by helping them to focus on and 
remember facts and events, sequence, consequences, main ideas and to 
correlate those activities with their own experiences; 

6. To provide opportunities for children to experiment with print and begin 
writing by providing tools and materials for writing and modeling the writing 
process (recording stories, making signs, etc.); 

7. To provide exposure to letters and letter sounds as interest is shown; 

8. To provide opportunities for children to explore the world around them - 
both the natural world and the world of their neighborhood and community. 
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Physical Development 

1. To provide opportunities for each child to develop and refine small muscle 
skills and eye-hand coordination through the use of manipulative toys and 
art materials which challenge but do not overly frustrate individual 
children; 

2. To provide opportunities for each child to develop and refine muscle skills 
and positively expend physical energy with opportunities for climbing, 
sliding, swinging, carrying, hauling, running, balancing, kicking and 
throwing during a part of each day; 

3. To provide opportunities for increased body awareness through the use of 
songs, finger plays, and creative movement activities. 

 

 

Development of Creativity and Self-Expression 

1. To encourage each child in his/her dramatic play, by providing materials both for 
"actor" play (where children try on specific roles) and "producer-director" play 
(where children manipulate and direct small figures or toys and pretend with 
them), and by expanding on the play, when appropriate, through the addition of 
new props, new information or suggestions, or by joining in. 

2. To provide opportunities for each child to explore basic art materials, with the 
focus always on the process, not the product, and with respect for each child's 
individual style. 

3. To provide opportunities for children to express their individual preferences by 
giving many opportunities for making choices. 

 
 
4-DAY AND 5-DAY PROGRAMS DAILY SCHEDULE 

 

8:30 Set-Up Helping Parents and their 
children arrive to assist the teachers 

9:00 – 9:50 Playground 

9:50 – 10:15 Gathering & snack Small group 
gatherings, except on days when all of the 
gatherings meet together 

10:15 – 11:15 Center Time Child-initiated, child's 



choice of activities 

11:15 – 11:25 Clean-Up Children and adults clean 
up the classrooms 

11:25 – 11:35 Second Gathering Discussion and story time 

11:35 – 12:00 Playground Parents must be present 
on the playground by 12:00 for pick-up 

 

Please note these times are approximate and the schedule is subject to change by 
the teachers at any time, based on the needs of the children. Children are always 
given a verbal reminder five minutes before a transition to another activity. Children 
are encouraged and assisted in using the toilets throughout the morning. Teachers 
change children wearing diapers, as needed. 

Children want and need to play outside.  With proper clothing, cold and misty 
weather does not stop us from going outside.  In rainy weather, the 4-and 5-day 
program begins with all centers open and extends those activities until children need 
some special large-motor activities.  On rare occasions (the third rainy day in a row, 
or depending on the high activity level of the children), watching a video may be an 
option available at 11:40 AM, so that the helping parents can begin cleaning the 
classrooms. 

 

LUNCH BUNCH: Children play outside until about 12:30 PM.  Following hand 
washing, the teacher and children decide if they will eat inside 
or on the picnic tables outside.  Pick-up time is 12:50 PM, to 
allow a 10-minute transition time for leaving since school is over 
at 1:00 PM.  On rainy days, lunch bunch will gather inside at 
12:00 PM and have group games and stories until a room is 
cleaned and ready for them to begin lunch. 

 
 
HELPING PARENTS’ MORNING SET-UP ROUTINE 

for 4 and 5-DAY PROGRAMS 
 

Arrive at 8:30 AM and wash your hands and your child’s hands.  
Include your child in the routines of your Helping Parent day. 
 
 

4/5 day snack parent duties (first parent listed on the monthly calendar is the snack parent) 

Check fridge for snack menu. 
Wash, prep/chop produce (if applicable). 
Assemble FIVE trays of snack (one for each classroom, includes 1-Day program); 

each tray should consist of: 
3 bowls (2 bowls starch, 1 to 2 bowls fruit) 
2 pitchers of water 
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utensils that are needed 

Make a soapy water bottle (if not already made from beginning of week). 
Prepare a tray with the water cooler, small paper cups; take outside. 
 
 
 

4/5 day non-snack parent duties 

(if Treefrog parent is late), empty dishwasher 
Assemble 4 blue tubs (10+ cups, napkins, plates, any necessary utensils) 

Refill cracker boxes (6 crackers each) 
Refill water table 

Put away children's artwork in cubbies 

Refill bathroom/classroom paper supplies 

Refill bleach spray bottles 

 

** BOTH Helping Parents should be out on playground to help greet families at 9.00 
AM. 
 
 
 
 

HELPING PARENTS’ NOON SET-UP ROUTINE 
for 4 and 5-DAY PROGRAMS 

 
To be done at 11:30am (once second gathering is underway). Consult with other helping 
parent about who will go outside as playground parent and divide the remaining tasks. 
 
 

4/5 day snack parent 
Clean and load snack dishes, cups, utensils in dishwasher: if school-wide dishes are 
in… TURN ON!! 
Bring water cooler in from outside, rinse and leave in hallway. 
Seal all food bags. 
Hand wash trays, bleach spray. 
Sanitize any toys/items teachers have put aside. 
Bleach spray following door handles: Three classroom’s hall and playground doors, director’s 

office,  
both adult bathrooms. 

Deposit recyclables. 
Divide remaining tasks with other parent. 
Weekly clean tasks. 
 
 

4/5 day non-snack parent 
Put away remaining toys. 
Wipe all tables/chairs with bleach spray and wash cloth. 
Stack chairs (plastic seats down) on all tables. 
Empty water table (to janitor's closet or in garden outside), bleach spray. 
Paintbrushes in easel bucket, lids on paint pots. 
Clean easel bucket and brushes in janitor closet. 



Empty bleach bottles daily, soap bottles on Friday. 
Consolidate trash; empty to dumpster. 
Put all dirty towels in adult bathroom basket. 
Weekly clean tasks. 
 
 

HELPING PARENTS’ WEEKLY TASKS for 4 and 5-DAY PROGRAMS 
 

MONDAY 

Clean the mirrors in the adult bathrooms and the two mirrors in Room #12. 
 
 

TUESDAY 

Recycle appropriate items.  
White paper recycling is taken upstairs and put in the blue recycling bin in the upper 
hallway (turn right at top of stairs and recycling container is at the end of hallway).  
Please take the white paper recycling container to the church.  If plastic recycling 
container is full, please take the container to the church also. (Directions in the Helping 

Parent guide book.)  
 
 

WEDNESDAY 

Replenish snack paper products from supply cabinet to plastic shelving unit next to 
refrigerator. 
 

Refill all hand soap dispensers in classrooms and bathrooms. Replace any hand 
sanitizer dispensers. 
 
 

THURSDAY 

Clean out expired items in refrigerator.  Wipe shelves. 
 

Clean the water fountain and spray with bleach solution. 
 
 

FRIDAY 

Store items left on top of the cubbies. Use a sponge and a bucket of soapy water to 
wipe top of cubbies. In the classrooms, wipe all the counter surfaces, windowsills and 
shelves. *Buckets are kept on top of the snack cabinet in the hallway (not the “dishes only” ones).  

 

 

1-Day Program 
The 1-Day Program hopes to provide each child with a sense of safety, security and enjoyment as each 

experiences a new setting outside of his or her home. Daily activities will follow a similar schedule each day 

and will include a free play time when the children can explore the classroom and play or participate in a craft 

project; a short gathering time in which songs and movement are featured; outside time, and snack. Every 

morning in the 1-Day Program children will have many opportunities to exercise their gross and fine motor 

skills, explore social relationships and integrated more and more verbal communication into their interactions, 

and broaden their sensory skills. 

 

The following is a list of items each child should bring: 

1. Diapers and wipes. If cloth, please bring a bag for dirties. 

2. Sunggly or lovely 

3. Sippy cup labeled with child’s name 
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1-Day Helping Parent Routine/Duties 
 

Before class 

Arrive at 8:45 AM to help teacher prepare classroom. 
 
 

After class 

- Put dirty dishes in dishwasher. 
- Put used towels in the hamper in adult bathroom by stairs. 
- Wash any paint brushes and/or art supplies, put in plastic tub to dry and return  
   it to classroom.  
- Consolidate trash with 4/5 day trash (if trash can is full or messy, 
  take it out and replace bag). 

- EMPTY DIAPER PAIL DAILY!!! 
 
 

HELPING PARENT DAYS 

A special element of Family Preschool is that parents participate in the regular 
school day as assistants to the teachers. The Helping Parent must be at school, 
ready to begin work, at 8:30 AM in order to have materials ready for the other 
children's arrival at 9:00 AM. The workday is over when the clean up is completed, 
sometime after 12:00 PM. 

NOTE: Parents may NOT bring other siblings on Helping Parent days, so that 
full attention may be given to the preschool children. 

Roles or activities for Helping Parents will be explained and discussed at the parent 
orientation session.  Also, a returning parent works beside a new parent on the new 
parent’s first Helping Parent day to reinforce orientation. 

The Scheduler will distribute to each family a monthly schedule indicating the 
Helping Parents for each school day. Parents may request certain days of the week 
to participate, and/or submit a list to the Scheduler of days that they cannot 
participate. The Scheduler will try to accommodate special requests as much as 
possible, but parents need to allow for flexibility, since it may not be possible to 
honor all requests. Either parent may participate on the assigned day. Parents are 
responsible for knowing when they are assigned to work and for finding a substitute 
parent if needed for a particular workday. 

NOTE: If you find a substitute for your assigned Helping Parent day you must 
record it on the master schedule posted on the hallway bulletin board! 

Sometimes your child may cling to you or be negative and aggressive on the days 
that you work.  This reaction can be discouraging, frustrating, and embarrassing.  
Many of us have had this experience and found that putting our school participation 
role aside and giving our children the attention they need is one way of handling the 
situation, but there is no correct or sure way of getting through these mornings.  If it 



happens to you, talk to the teachers and work things out in a way that suits you and 
your child. 

 

HELPING PARENT DAY GENERAL GUIDELINES 

Your participation day is as important for your child as it is for us.  We need your 
help, but if your child needs you, he or she has priority over us.  When you are 
the Helping Parent, your child can be the special helper, too.  Here are some simple 
suggestions to keep in mind: 

1. Carry a marking pen with you and put names on all creations – artwork, 
woodworking designs, even cooking projects that don't get eaten need to be 
identified. 

2. Clean-up time is always noisy and hectic – everybody is moving and talking at 
the same time. Children can help clear and wash the tables. Please take your 
time with a few children in one area and don't be overwhelmed with the big 
picture; it all gets done. Teachers will be responsible for putting extra center 
materials away in the appropriate cabinets after school. 

3. We must all must wash hands after using the toilet, handling pets, assisting a 
child with nose wiping, and before snack and cooking projects. 

4. Quantities can be confusing – children are free to use as much of a material as 
they wish, unless a limit is specified by the teacher (glue and stickers are two 
items that children tend to use a lot of). 

5. Children are allowed to take materials from one area to another – easel paint 
may be used to decorate a wood creation, or paper and tape may be needed in 
big blocks to make signs. 

6. If children are having a conflict over something, you may intervene or alert a 
teacher to take over. 

7. Remember the adult's pace is much faster than a child's; please don't hurry the 
children in their work.  Slow down, relax and enjoy yourself. 

Some specific information for the 4 and 5-day programs: 

 You may need to start a waiting list for a very popular activity by writing 
children's names on a piece of paper and calling them when it is their turn. 

 It is important that you sit down as much as possible at the tables and on the 
floor, so the children will come join you. 

 You may cover surfaces (i.e. counters, shelves, tops of cubbies) with 
newspaper (stored under the easels) to put messy projects on. 

 Most of the time, the cooking recipes we use allow each child to produce a 
single portion, which they may eat at the cracker table.  Children must be 
seated at a table when eating. You should help the children interpret and 
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follow the recipe cards, encouraging tasting, smelling, and noticing changes. 

 
 
EMERGENCY “ON CALL” SYSTEM FOR HELPING PARENTS 

All families are assigned one week to be “on-call” in the event that the scheduled 
Helping Parent is unable to work due to a sudden family illness or crisis. 

A family illness or similar crisis is understood as a sudden, immediate emergency, 
specifically arising the night before or morning of a scheduled Helping Parent 
day. The scheduled Helping Parent should directly contact the “on-call” family as 
soon as possible (the evening before or early that morning).  The family “on call” will 
provide a Helping Parent as an emergency substitute. 

 

The On-Call System details are as follows: 

1. Families must provide for the “on-call list” all phone numbers where they may 
be reached, and must remain available for calls until 9:15 AM. Please provide 
cell phone numbers if applicable. 

2. “On-call” parents can work for any program (2 and 3-day, and/or 4 and 5-
day). Teachers will assume responsibility for a brief “on-site” orientation to 
parents new to a particular group. 

3. During their one assigned week, the family “on-call” will have cleared their 
calendar of scheduled morning appointments, or will have privately arranged for 
another Helping Parent to cover a particular day. 

4. The “on-call” family will have back up childcare arrangements for their own 
children in the event that they are called in when it is not their child’s regularly 
scheduled preschool day. 

5. A family may trade “on-call” weeks, or individual days, with any other family. Any 
changes made to the assigned “on call” weeks must be noted on the 
Emergency On-Call Master List posted by the preschool telephone. 

6. The monthly Schedulers will not keep track of days when the “on-call system” 
was used. Therefore, a parent requesting an emergency substitute should make 
every effort to make-up that day in the near future if a trade is possible within 
the same program (i.e. 2 and 3-day programs, or 4 and 5-day programs).  If 
such a trade of Helping Parent days is not possible, some other mutually 
agreeable trade should be made. 

7. Families will be assigned five “on-call” days.  In most instances, those days will 
occur within the same week. In some instances, the five days may be spread 
over two different weeks. 



SUPERVISION GUIDELINES FOR PARENTS 

DROP-OFF: 

1. Have your child wait at the car with you until you are all ready to walk to the 
door/gate together. 

2. Walk with your child (do not let your child run ahead). 

3. Walk your child to the inside of the playground and hand him/her off to your 
gathering teacher as you say good morning, or walk your child to the classroom 
and deliver him/her to the teacher. 

4. Inform your child's teacher of any special pick-up arrangements for the day and 
write them on the designated memo board. 

INDOORS: 

1. Children must be within sight and sound of an adult at all times. 

2. A child/children may not be without an adult in any classroom, bathroom, or 
hallway at any time. 

3. Tell a teacher when you are taking a child/children to the bathroom. 

4. Communicate with the other adults about where help is needed throughout the 
day. 

5. Two children only in the upper part of the loft at one time. 

6. No child is ever allowed out the front door without an adult. 

 

PICK-UP: 

1. Inform teachers of any special arrangements. 

2. Be on time for pick-up. 

3. Tell your teacher that you are taking the child/children when you leave. 

4. Do not send children into the school alone to get things from their cubbies. 

5. Go with your child for that one last bathroom break before leaving. 

6. Do not let an unaccompanied child out the door at any time. 

7. Children may not play in the parking lot area at any time. 

8. Walk with your child, holding his/her hand to your car. 

9. Look before backing out and – GO SLOWLY! 
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OUTDOORS: 

1. Children must be within sight and sound of an adult at all times. 

2. The gate must be closed at all times 

3. Do not let a child out of the gate unaccompanied by an adult. 

4. Position yourself around the playground to evenly distribute the adult eyes and 
ears. 

5. Be sure that one adult is near the small swings and one either on the hill looking 
down over the playground or between the house and the large swings. 
Continually check the structure for kids who need assistance. 

6. When walking children inside from the playground, remember, one adult in front 
and one in back. 

7. Children are never to be sent into the bathroom from the playground without an 
adult. 

8. Tell a teacher which child/children you are taking from the playground to the 
bathroom. 

9. A Helping Parent should never be left alone on the playground. 

10. The other teachers or Helping Parent may call for back up by knocking on the 
windows when needed. 

11. Report any unfamiliar adult on or near school grounds to the director. 

Remember, Safety and Supervision Above All! 

If you see a situation that doesn't look right or could be potentially dangerous, 
step in and find a teacher or Helping Parent. 

Even if you're not the helper, but you are at school, be prepared to have your 
eyes and ears open for every child's sake. 

THANK YOU! 

 

PLAYGROUND GUIDELINES 

The playground requires careful supervision to prevent accidents.  Here are some 
suggestions to keep in mind: 

1. There must always be two adults present when children are on the playground. 

2. Be sure the gate is latched when entering and leaving. 



3. Adults should position themselves where children are playing (swings and  
climbers require very close supervision). 

4. Children using the slide should be encouraged to slide feet first. 

5. We ask children to throw sticks over the fence instead of playing with them. 

6. Children may request the use of water at any time, with adult supervision. 

7. Children should keep shoes on at all times, because the pine mulch and sticks 
can poke their feet. 

8. There is no bumping or crashing on the bikes.  Children are given reminders after 
the first crash and asked to get off the bike if they bump into someone or 
something again. 

9. Running with toys is discouraged; children must put down shovels and rakes if 
they are running. 

10. Most items that you need outside can be found in the shed, including first aid 
supplies, towels, tissues, books, trash can liners, etc. 

11. If you are a Helping Parent and you need to go inside, please tell another adult 
so they can cover for you. 

12. The children's garden is designed especially for them.  Everything is safe to 
touch, smell, and taste. Please encourage their exploration and wonder of this 
natural environment. 

 

BATHROOM GUIDELINES 

 
Family Preschool Cooperative strives to ensure safety and encourage children’s 

independence in the bathroom. 

  

FPS asks each family to have their child practice bathroom procedures at home such as 

dressing/undressing and wiping. FPS encourages parents to dress their children in 

clothes that make it as easy as possible for them to be independent in the bathroom. We 

also request that parents/caregivers always take their child to visit the toilet before class 

to minimize interruptions and provide more time for play and learning. 

  

The following applies while class is in session: 
 

For the safety of young children, bathroom doors should remain closed even when 
not in use. 
 
All children, accompanied by a teacher, their parent, or parent assistants, should be 
taken only to the two bathrooms located in the hallway across from the classrooms. 
Adults should use the single bathroom, located by the stairwell. 
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Parents assisting in the bathroom should stand outside of the closed bathroom (3/4) 
door, remind and encourage children to wipe and flush, and monitor hand washing 
to ensure children are using the proper technique. If a child needs assistance with 
clothing details such as pulling-up pants, buttons, zippers or snaps, assisting parents 
should help them with the bathroom door propped open. 
  
If a child needs any kind of assistance in the bathroom and can not be prompted 
toward independence with things such as wiping, changing clothes after an accident, 
getting onto/off of the toilet, or generally learning how to toilet, teachers should 
ideally provide this help. To notify a teacher, parents can simply step into the hallway 
and alert an adult in the closest classroom. If a teacher is unavailable, a parent may 
provide assistance if they are comfortable doing so. Teachers and assisting parents 
should make sure that the bathroom doors remain open when they are helping a 
child in the bathroom. For students still in diapers, generally teachers will take care 
of diaper changing with the exception of helping parent’s children. 
  
If a family feels that their child needs special accommodations or support in using 
the bathroom, beyond what is outlined in this policy, they should contact FPS 
Director, June Shillito, to discuss their child’s needs. 
 
  

SCHOOL ORGANIZATION 

Family Preschool is a cooperative whose membership includes children, parents, 
and staff.  The operations of the school fall primarily into three areas: 

1. Administration 

2. Program 

3. Curriculum 

Administrative duties are broadly assigned to the Board.  Program decisions are the 
shared responsibility of the staff and the parent members, through the function of the 
Board.  The staff is largely responsible for the curriculum.  Yet some administrative 
duties (such as seeking NAEYC accreditation) have been borne primarily by the staff, 
while parents routinely participate in curriculum planning. 

This blurring of the lines in defining areas of responsibility reflects the fundamental 
nature of the Family Preschool organization:  It is a cooperative in underlying 
philosophy, in day-to-day operations and in decision making.  As a cooperative, FPS 
offers unique challenges, and also great opportunities, for all of its members to 
participate in the process of educating not only our children but us as well. 

 
 
Parent Executive Board 
 
The Parent Board (drawn from parents that are current members of FPS) makes the 
basic school policy decisions.  Any parent is welcome to bring issues to the Board's 
attention and to attend monthly Board meetings.  In some cases, issues may be 
brought before all the parents to be voted upon.  The officers and voting members of 
the Board are: 

Director 
President 



Vice President 
Secretary 

Treasurer 
Registrar 
Education & Election Chair 
Family Relations Coordinator 
Fundraising Chair 
The Class Representatives of each of the programs. 

In some cases, two parents may share one Board position. In addition to the duties 
required of them by membership on the Board, the class representatives serve as 
members of the Parent Teacher Liaison Committee and the Nominating Committee. 
The By-Laws contain descriptions of all officers' duties. 

 
Director 
 
The Director is a professional hired by the Board to be responsible for the 
educational well being of the children.  The adjustment and development of a child 
are matters that are of private concern between the child's parents and the teacher 
or Director. 

In general, if you have questions about the operation of the school, they should be 
directed to the President, or to the appropriate class representative, officer, or 
committee person.  Questions about your child should be directed to the Director 
and/or teacher. 

 
 
Nomination and Election Procedures 
 
Each spring the Nominating Committee, comprised of the Education and Elections 
Chair and the Class Representatives, prepares a slate of nominees for the following 
year's Parent Executive Board.  Each family (or member) is considered one unit in 
respect to voting as well as holding office; therefore, one family may not be 
nominated for more than one Board position.  These nominees can include incoming 
families.  The Nominating Committee will request members (incoming members are 
contacted via email) to submit nominations for Board positions.  Parents interested 
in specific Board positions are urged to nominate themselves.  After one week the 
Committee contacts the nominees to verify their interest in running for the office for 
which they were nominated. 

Each member (family) may cast one ballot.  The election shall be valid if 2/3 of the 
enrolled families vote.  If no candidate for a given office receives a simple majority of 
ballots, a repeat election is held for the office in question. 

One class representative from each of the returning four- and five-day groups is 
elected in the spring.  Only parents whose children will be entering the four- and five- 
day programs the following year may vote for their respective class representative.  
The parents in the two- and three-day programs elect a representative in the fall, 
prior to the October Board meeting. 
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Administrative Policies 

For more information on administrative policies and procedures, including Operating 
Procedures for Acts of the Executive Board, see the FPS Bylaws included in this 
handbook. 

 

 

Committees 

FPS has five standing committees. 

1. Parent-Teacher Liaison Committee (see the next page) 

2. Church Liaison Committee (see the next page) 

3. Budget Committee (Director, President, and Treasurer) 

4. Scholarship Committee (Director, Treasurer and Registrar) 

5. Enrollment Appeals Board (Director, President, Registrar, and 
Treasurer) 

In addition to these standing committees, other ad hoc committees may be formed 
as needed to perform the work of the school, such as the Fundraising Committee 
and the Handbook Committee, or to deal with particular issues before the school.  
Examples of the latter type that have been formed in the past include a Long Range 
Planning Committee and an Early Space Committee, which recommended ways to 
better use the physical space. 

 
 
Procedures For Addressing Members’ Concerns 
 
As in any organization, disagreements may arise between parent and/or staff 
members of the co-operative, or between the preschool and the church that provides 
a home for Family Preschool.  We seek to resolve conflicts through a consensus 
building process.  When we talk, and listen, to one another openly and carefully, a 
common ground most often emerges.  While that can be a difficult and time-
consuming process, it is also a process that helps to make Family Preschool the 
cooperative community that it is.  There are two committees at FPS whose functions 
include helping members to find common ground and to resolve conflicts: 

(1) The Parent-Teacher Liaison Committee 

(2) The Church Liaison Committee 

Conflicts, which cannot be resolved through those forums, may be taken to the 
Board for consideration and resolution. 

(1) THE PARENT TEACHER LIAISON COMMITTEE 



The Parent-Teacher Liaison Committee members are the President, Director, 
Education & Elections Chair, and the Class Representatives. The Parent-
Teacher Liaison Committee facilitates, when necessary, communication between 
parents and the professional staff. The first meeting of the committee is called 
within the first month of school, with regular meetings scheduled throughout the 
year.  Co-op members may raise problems or concerns with any of the 
committee members. The committee has three primary duties: 

1. To mediate problems among members of the co-op, including staff, in an 
objective manner 

2. To oversee a periodic evaluation of parent satisfaction with the school and 
staff, and 

3. To recommend to the board renewal or non-renewal of teacher contracts. 

 

(2) THE CHURCH LIAISON COMMITTEE 

The Church Liaison Committee members are the Director, the President and the 
ERUUF representative. The Church Liaison Committee facilitates, when 
necessary, communication between FPS members and ERUUF. The first 
meeting of the committee is called within the first month of school, with regular 
meetings scheduled at least every two months throughout the year.  Co-op 
members may raise problems or concerns with the President.  The committee’s 
primary duty is to maintain goodwill between ERUUF and FPS, and to mediate if 
problems occur. 

 

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION 

 
Registration Procedures 
 
The Registrar is responsible for registration and enrollment.  One of their primary 
responsibilities is to convey information about the school to interested parents. 

The school hosts an evening open house for all interested parents, usually in the 
winter.  At this meeting the school program is presented, questions concerning the 
program are answered, and applications and brochures are available.  Individual 
tours/observations are scheduled after the open house has taken place.  
Applications are accepted (with an application fee determined by the Board) 
starting in the year prior to anticipated enrollment, until a date in early January. 

NOTE: Continuing families do not need to pay an application fee each year. 

A lottery takes place following the application deadline and interested parents are 
notified of their acceptance or placement on the waiting list.  Anyone submitting an 
application after the lottery will be placed at the end of the waiting list, in order of 
date of application. 
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Priority 

Current FPS children from the 1-day, 2, 3, and 4-day programs have first priority 
for spaces. 

 

NOTE: This priority does not apply to one-year contract families, who do not 
have priority status for subsequent years. If any 4-day slots remain 
open after this first round of internal enrollment, 2-day or 3-day 
children with one-year contracts will be next in line for the open slots.  
If there are more applying one-year contract children than there are 
available 4-day slots, a mini-lottery will be held to determine who will 
be given these slots. This mini-lottery will include both boys and girls, 
and those who are not awarded slots will be at the top of the waiting 
list for 4-day slots. 

Siblings of children from the 1-day, 2, 3, and 4-day programs have second priority 
(i.e., siblings who would be attending concurrently). 

Siblings in former FPS families (also referred to as alumni) have third priority.  
Alumni include families of current 5-day children who will not be at FPS the 
following year (i.e., rising kindergarteners).   

ERUUF families: 2 spaces will be available, prior to public lottery.  

Any remaining spaces will be filled by a lottery of new families. If there are more 
priority children than a program can accommodate – for example, if there are nine 
siblings competing for eight spaces in a program – the spaces will be filled by a 
lottery of those applicants.  The Director, on a case-by-case basis, will consider 
requests from families with a child currently enrolled in the 5-day program that 
wishes for an additional year at FPS. 

Families not accepted will be kept on the waiting list throughout the fall semester of 
the year applied for.  Families from the waiting list who wish to apply again for the 
following year should submit an updated application but do not need to pay an 
additional application fee. 

The Registrar will consider the ratio of girls to boys in each class when offering 
positions to applicants from new families and will attempt to maintain an equal 
balance.  If an opening is not filled by May 1st and there are no children on the 
waiting list, the Registrar and the Director may advertise the opening, or may fill 
the opening at their discretion. A child who turns two after the August 31st deadline 
may be admitted to Family Preschool with the approval of the registrars, director, 
and teachers.   

 

Family Preschool maintains an open enrollment policy that encourages participation 
by varied segments of our community. Under special circumstances the Director and 
Registrar may use their discretion in admitting particular children to promote diversity 
at Family Preschool. 
 

Occasionally, Family Preschool will over enroll.  Historically, only children of alumni 
families have been considered for over enrollment.  Family Preschool can be over 
enrolled if all three of the following criteria are met:  the registrars recommend over 



enrollment, the teachers and director agree to over enroll, and the board votes to 
over enroll.  

Children admitted to Family Preschool must comply with the immunization law of 
North Carolina. A signed medical information and immunization form from a 
physician's office or clinic must be submitted before registration is complete. 

 

 

Registration For Extended Day Program (Lunch Bunch) 
 
Registration for the extended day program is conducted on the following basis: 

1) Any child who wants to participate will be assured at least one day; 

2) Priority for additional spaces will be given in the following order: 

5-day children wishing 2 spaces 

4-day children wishing 2 spaces 

5-day children wishing 3 spaces 

4-day children wishing 3 spaces 

Participating families should include the extended day fee in their monthly tuition 
payment. 
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Tuition And Fees 
 
The Family Preschool uses a service named TADS to manage applications, 
enrollments, and billings. Every student starts with an application. An accepted 
application becomes an enrollment, with an associated tuition and billing agreement; 
then, the family is invoiced and pays for and fees. 
 
After acceptance of an application for a new child or re-enrollment of a continuing 
child, a non-refundable enrollment fee is required to reserve a place in the PBS 
program. Payment is to be made within two weeks of acceptance.  
 
Each year, the amount of the tuition deposit and fees increase according to the 
number of days the child will be attending FPS, with the previous deposit applied 
toward the new deposit. The full tuition deposit, less any unpaid tuition or fees, will 
be refunded when the child graduates from Family Preschool or in the case of 
withdrawal following the procedures detailed below. The tuition deposit will be 
forfeited if the terms of the FPS contract have not been met. 
 
Tuition is due on the 5th day of each month (“tuition” encompasses class tuition + 
any lunch bunch days). A late fee of $29.00 will be assessed if tuition is not paid on 
time. The late fee may be waived in some circumstances. Please note that tuition 
and extended day payments are per month, regardless of holidays, breaks, student 
absences, etc. 
 
Tuition payments are typically paid month-to-month (for the 9 months of the school 
year). Families may elect to prepay the entire 9-month tuition at the start of the 
school year, or pay in two equal installments (once at the start of the school year, 
and again half way through). 
 
To pay tuition and fees, families may choose the payment method which best meets 
their needs (e.g. direct debit, credit card, online, etc.). They may also specify a 
preference for receiving bills (e.g. online vs. mail). 
 



 

Scholarships 
 
Family Preschool maintains and operates a tuition assistance fund to provide partial 
tuition scholarships.  Fundraising and earned interest provide the income to fund the 
scholarship program.  Scholarship applications are available from the Director 
throughout the school year and are part of each application or registration package. 

Family Preschool values economic diversity in the population we serve.  The parents 
make a commitment to raise funds to assist families to participate in the program.  In 
order to fairly distribute the limited scholarship funds in the operating budget, 
scholarship requests for the following academic year must be received at the school 
by May 1, or turned in with your application following that date.  The scholarship 
committee, consisting of the Director, Treasurer, and Registrar, will consider 
applications and make recommendations to the Parent Board by May 15.  The 
treasurer, following board approval, will notify all families requesting assistance.  
Families that do not receive a scholarship adequate to their needs may receive a full 
refund of their deposit immediately upon request. 

The committee will keep all information provided by the families in strictest 
confidence and will review applications based on current income eligibility scales 
provided by the Department of Social Services (DSS), Child Care Services 
Association (CCSA), and the NC Housing Authority (NCHA).  The Parent Board will 
reserve a small fund in the current operating budget to approve emergency requests 
for short-term financial assistance.  Assistance is not available for extended day 
fees. 
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Family Preschool 
Scholarship Application Form 

The confidential nature of financial information will be respected 

Child's Name _______________________________________________   Age ____________  Sex 
________ 

Father's Name  
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Address __________________________________________________________  Tel 
____________________ 

Mother's Name 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Address ___________________________________________________________  Tel 
___________________ 

Names and ages of other children in family: 

  Name __________________________________________________  Age 
_____________ 

  Name __________________________________________________  Age 
_____________ 

  Name __________________________________________________  
Age______________ 

Others living with or supported by family: 
________________________________________________________________________________
_________ 

Father's Occupation 
_________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 Employer__________________________________________________________________
________ 

  Length of Employment ___________________________  Hours Worked Per 
Week_______ 

Mother's 
Occupation_______________________________________________________________________
________ 

 Employer 
_________________________________________________________________________ 

  Length of Employment ___________________________  Hours Worked Per Week 
_______ 

** Annual Family Income $_________________________________________ 

Please itemize any non-taxable income: grants, social security, benefits, etc.   Add extra sheet if 
necessary.   

________________________________________________________________________________
__________ 

Other pertinent information (special circumstances and expenses, such as medical, special schooling, 
etc.)  

________________________________________________________________________________
_________ 



________________________________________________________________________________
__________ 

 

** We can pay about ____________ per month.  (Please provide a suggested amount.) 

 

  Signed ________________________________________________  Date  
______________ 

 

** THIS INFORMATION MUST BE COMPLETED BEFORE YOUR APPLICATION CAN BE 
ACCEPTED.  ATTACH THIS FORM TO YOUR APPLICATION. 

To ensure confidentiality, please return this form to the FPS Director: 

Family Preschool, 4907 Garrett Road, Durham, NC  27707 

 

 
Membership Cancellation 
 
The procedure for voluntary withdrawal from the school is stipulated in the contract 
signed by parents at registration.  Because of the cooperative nature of the school, it 
is important that financial and participation commitments be met and the withdrawal 
procedure described below be followed. 

A letter stating reasons for the withdrawal must be sent to the Director four weeks 
(or 30 days) in advance of the departure. Families are responsible for full parent 
participation for four weeks (30 days) following notice of withdrawal, and full tuition 
for either weeks (60 days) following notice of withdrawal. If a suitable replacement 
candidate is found, up to 30 days tuition may be refunded to the departing family, 
prorated according to the time the position was vacant. 

 

Withdrawal Policy for Nonpayment 

Non-payment of tuition or fees of greater than $100 for more than 30 days past the 
due date, without having worked out a payment plan with the school, is cause for 
withdrawal of a child from the school. Families who are at risk of nonpayment are 
encouraged to speak with the Director to develop a payment plan.  

 

CO-OP HOURS COMMITTMENT 

 
Co-Opportunities (Earning Hours At FPS) 

Family Preschool is organized according to a cooperative model.  That means that 
the cooperation of all FPS families is essential to the school’s operation.  Paying for 
your child’s schooling with contributions of your own time and talents is just as 
important as paying your monthly tuition; thus, when enrolling in FPS, each family is 
responsible for fulfilling the contractual hours commitment. 

The willingness of parents to work is so critical to the school’s 
functioning that the FPS contract stipulates that non-completion of the 
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contractual hours commitment results in forfeiture of the deposit and 
re-evaluation of your family’s membership status by the Parent-Teacher 
Liaison Committee. 

Working at FPS is more than a duty, however; it is really one of the main means by 
which community is formed among FPS families.  Doing significant work to support 
FPS allows each of us to become personally invested in our children’s school and 
provides wonderful opportunities to get to know your child’s classmates and their 
parents. 

 

Here’s what you need to know: 

1. Each PRESCHOOL family must work a minimum of 12 hours per semester 
per child.  At least 2 of those hours must be fundraising hours. That translates 
into 24 hours per school year per child, with at least 4 hours of fundraising.                 
Please note that if you have more than one child enrolled at the FPS, for each 
additional child, the additional commitment is 6 hours (including 2 fundraising 
hours) per semester per child! 

2. Each 1-day program family must participate in at least (a) two of the 
communal school work events such as the Fall or Spring Playground 
Workdays, Team Cleanings during the year, or Monthly Board Meetings OR 
(b) perform one on-going job from the FPS JOBS LIST, AND participate in 
one communal school work event. For families with older children enrolled in 
FPS Preschool), their other Co-op responsibilities will fulfill this requirement. 

3. Surplus hours earned in one semester do not carry over to the next semester. 

4. Time spent for Helping Parent days does not qualify for earning hours. 

5. Each PRESCHOOL family must also participate in a major fund raising 
project (determined by the Fundraising Chair). 

6. Any family member may work toward fulfilling the hours. 

7. Each PRESCHOOL family must have a job from the FPS JOBS LIST (except 
for Board members that already have a large hour commitment).  Jobs that 
require purchases (example Housekeeping) are reimbursable.  For large 
purchases an FPS check should be obtained in advance from the FPS 
Treasurer. 

8. Having a job from the FPS JOBS LIST does not guarantee that you will meet 
your minimum requirement. Check the Odd Jobs Board, work on committees, 
and assist in fundraising events to ensure you meet your requirement. 

9. Jobs (from the FPS JOBS LIST) do not carry over from one year to the next.  
(Each Summer the Vice President will send the current FPS JOBS LIST to all 
enrolled families. Jobs are filled on a first-come basis.) 

 

10. Fundraising hours are earned only by the following: 



a) Participating in the Fundraising Committee meetings 

b) Doing work for the fundraising event prior to the event 

c) Working at the fundraising event 

d) Doing work for the fundraising event after the event 

You do not earn fundraising hours for attending the fundraising event or for 
purchasing Food Certificates! 

 

Recording Hours 
 
There is an FPS Hours Googledoc for recording volunteered time. Each family has a doc to 

log the hours they have volunteered. It is your responsibility to record your hours on your 

family's page. 

Please keep this log up-to-date! The Friday before each FPS Board meeting the Vice 

President will check the FPS hours listed for each family and report that information to the 

Board. The following is used to determine how many hours you should record for an activity: 

 

ACTIVITIES THAT COUNT FOR ONE HOUR: 

1. Attending the following types of meetings: 

(a) Board meeting (both board and non-board members). 

(b) Annual business meeting in the spring. 

(c) Curriculum meetings 

2. Preparing for a workshop. 

3. Driving on field trips (when you are not the scheduled Helping Parent). 

4. Provision of refreshments or set-up for school events and workshops. 

5. Weekend care of a classroom pet (if necessary). 
(Winter/Spring Break = 2 hours; Summer Break = 3 hours) 

6. A $50 payment to cover a fundraising hour. 

7. Washing towels mid-week when the Director requests this as an odd job. 

 
 
 

ACTIVITIES THAT COUNT FOR ACTUAL TIME WORKED: 

1. Time spent fulfilling ‘JOBS’ from the FPS JOBS LIST.  
(Unless otherwise noted on  the FPS JOBS LIST) 
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2. August playground workday and the End-of-year cleanup. 
(Attendance is required by at least one member of the family) 

3. Evening team cleaning session. 
Each family is required to attend an evening team cleaning session – 
schedule will be included in the FPS Handbook 

4. Fundraising activities. 

5. Board responsibilities (other than board meetings). 

6. Committee responsibilities (including committee meetings). 

7. Making curriculum materials. 

8. Providing childcare for FPS Committee Meetings. 
(This does not include providing childcare for any other FPS function.) 

9. Completing jobs from the Odd Jobs Board. 
(With the exception of washing towels mid-week, this earns 1 hour only) 

Odd jobs can be found on the memo board by the main door. 
 
 



 

ENFORCEMENT OF THE CO-OP COMMITMENT 
 

As a parent-run cooperative, Family Preschool depends upon parent participation to 
function as a preschool.  When a family joins Family Preschool, it is assumed that 
they are committed to the co-op and will contribute to it appropriately.  Unfortunately, 
there have been members in the past who have not completed their co-op 
responsibilities.  If a family does not complete their cooperative responsibilities by 
the end of the school year, the following rules will apply: 
 

1. If a family’s co-op commitment has not been completed by the final 
workday (the Saturday after the last day of school), including a total of 24 
volunteer hours with at least 6 fundraising hours for the year, the family 
will be charged $50 for every hour that they have not completed.  This 
charge will be subtracted from the tuition deposit, and the remainder of the 
deposit will be refunded at the end of the school year. 

 

2. If a family has completed 24 total volunteer hours but has not completed 6 
fundraising hours by the end of the year, they will be charged $50 for 
every fundraising hour that has not been completed. 
 

3. The status of the family’s membership for the following year (or future 
years) will be determined by the Enrollment Appeals Board.  If enrollment 
for the following school year is allowed, the family must then submit a full 
tuition deposit. 

 

4. If a family has extenuating circumstances that might affect their ability to 
complete their co-op commitment, they can notify the Vice President so an 
alternate plan can be considered by the Parent Executive Board. 
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FUNDRAISING 
Fundraising is vital to maintaining the success and high quality of FPS and for 
keeping our tuition in line with other preschools. Tuition covers our teachers’ salaries, 
substitute teachers’ pay, and the school’s share of FICA, while the supply fee pays 
for the classroom supplies that are used daily. Fundraising money is used for 
essentials such as rent, telephone, insurance, and capital improvements. In addition, 
money raised through fundraising is needed to send our teachers to the NAEYC 
conference, to improve our classrooms, and to support our scholarship program. 
 
To meet our goal for each year, possible fundraising activities are: 
  
Wine Raffle 
FPS Spring Auction 
Whole Food certificates 
Harris Teeter VIC Card link to 3111 
Babysitting Events 
Class Pictures 
 
Here’s a little background information about a few of these activities: 
  
Wine Raffle: A fun fundraiser! We sell raffle tickets for a case of 
wine, donated or acquired at cost from a local retailer. Typically 
the auction is held in time for the wine to be used for Thanksgiving 
and holiday events. We need everyone’s help to sell tickets! 
  
FPS Spring Auction: For the past several years, this has been our “all 
hands-on-deck” fundraiser. The auction, which is attended by alumni, current and 
upcoming families and friends, is typically held in the spring. The 
auction has the potential to raise the majority of fundraising 
revenues, and we need everyone to pitch in! 
  
Food Certificates: This is a lucrative and EASY fundraiser. Simply buy food 
coupon certificates through FPS, spend them just like cash, and FPS receives as 
much as 6% in return. There is no additional cost to you or to FPS. 
Participating retailers include Food Lion, Whole Foods, Lowe’s Foods and Weaver 
Street Market.  
There will be more information on these and other events at the FPS 
Orientation for Parents. Remember, fundraising is a great way to get involved and 
meet other parents from the school. We need a lot of help with these activities. We 
certainly can not meet our goal without everyone’s help. 
 



 
SNACK POLICY 

During school hours, for quality assurance, no family may bring in a food item that 
will be offered to children without the prior approval of the contact snack parent or 
the director. 

When the Helping Parent prepares the snack for the day, they can use any of the 
foods available for that week.  Suggestions will be posted on the refrigerator.  Foods 
requiring extra preparation time above the regular scheduled morning routine can be 
prepared at school the day before or brought directly to the snack tables, so that 
teachers and children can assist in this process (i.e. slicing apples, making melon 
balls, peeling carrots).  The snack served to the children each day should be written 
on the hallway dry erase boards by the Helping Parent, so that all families are 
informed about what was offered to their child on that day.  The Helping Parent is 
encouraged to use the school’s dishes. 

 
 
Allergy-Free Snack Policy 

Why Does Family Preschool have an Allergy-Free Snack Policy? 

Excluding children with allergies from a regular snack with their peers is not in 
keeping with Family Preschool's stated objectives for children's social growth in a 
safe environment.  Although many parents believe that children with allergies would 
be better off if they brought their own separate snack, these children would lose the 
opportunity to eat some of the same foods as their peers in a shared social setting.  
Family Preschool seeks to ensure the safety and well being of every child.  Since 
food allergies are not mere sensitivities and can be life threatening, Family 
Preschool plans to take all reasonable precautions to keep its children from harm.  
According to the Food Allergy and Anaphylaxis Network, an estimated 150-200 
people die each year from food allergy-related reactions.  A recent study from Johns 
Hopkins University concluded that four out of five allergic reaction fatalities occur at 
school.  Parents and teachers should be trained to recognize the signs of an allergic 
reaction and respond appropriately and timely (EpiPen® is not a cure, but only a 
means of buying time to get to the hospital.)  However, the best way to avoid an 
allergic reaction is to eliminate the offending food(s) from the child's eating 
environment, a preventative measure that can be accomplished through education 
and cooperation of the parents and teachers of Family Preschool. 

What happens in the body during a food-allergic reaction? 

The immune system mistakenly believes that a harmless substance, in this case a 
food item, is harmful.  In its attempt to protect the body, it creates specific antibodies 
to that food.  The next time the individual eats the food; the immune system releases 
massive amounts of chemicals and histamines in order to protect the body.  These 
chemicals trigger a cascade of allergic symptoms that can affect the respiratory 
system, gastrointestinal tract, skin, or cardiovascular system. 
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What are the common symptoms of a reaction? 

Symptoms range from a tingling sensation in the mouth, swelling of the tongue and 
the throat, difficulty breathing, hives, vomiting, abdominal cramps, diarrhea, drop in 
blood pressure, loss of consciousness, to death.  Symptoms typically appear within 
minutes to two hours after the person has eaten the food to which he or she is 
allergic. 

What is the best treatment for food allergy? 

Strict avoidance of the allergy-causing food is the only way to avoid a reaction.  
Reading ingredient labels for all foods is the key to maintaining control over the 
allergy.  If a product doesn't have a label, allergic individuals should not eat that food. 

Is there a cure for food allergies? 

Currently, there are no medications that cure food allergies.  Strict avoidance is the 
only way to prevent a reaction.  Most people outgrow their food allergies, although 
peanuts, nuts, fish, and shellfish are often considered life-long allergies.  Some 
research is being done in this area and it looks promising. 

 
 
Birthday Celebrations 

When your child has a birthday at Family Preschool, their day is celebrated by 
making a special crown, receiving special attention about this day, and the singing of 
“Happy Birthday!” to your child.  All of which makes your child feel special about their 
special day. 

If you would like to do something in addition to this you may, although it is not 
required.  The teachers prefer that it not turn into a full-blown mini birthday party, but 
if you would like to do one thing that would be fine.  Please talk with your child’s 
teacher about what you would like to do.  Things that have been done in the past: 

 An edible treat that meets the allergy policy requirements 

 A small token to be shared (i.e. bouncy ball, stickers, crayons, or a marker), 
or 

 Performances by the parent (i.e. storytelling, music). 

Please know that the extra birthday celebration occurs with the whole school (a total 
of 32 children in most years). 

 

RESOURCES 

 
Lending Libraries 

Family Preschool maintains a lending library with two sections: 



1. A parent resource library, with materials and books available for the 
membership to borrow; and 

2. A child's lending library, from which you may borrow new stories or old 
favorites for your child to enjoy at home. 

When borrowing materials, parents should note the name and borrow date in the 
lending notebook provided. 

 
 
Parent Education 

The Education and Elections Chair of the Parent Board will schedule parent 
workshops on relevant parenting issues throughout the school year. Although 
attendance is not required, all members are welcome and encouraged to attend! 
Parent education and the sharing of information is one of the many opportunities to 
build a sense of community within the co-op membership. 

 

 

MISCELLANEOUS  

 
Bringing Pets to School 
 

Since some young children are afraid of dogs and other animals, pets are not 
permitted on the FPS playground or in the classroom.  Under special circumstances 
(e.g., a child wishes to bring in a family pet for show and tell), exceptions may be 
made with advance staff approval and with close adult supervision of the animal. 

Families choosing to bring pets to FPS functions that are held away from school 
grounds are asked to observe local leash laws and to monitor their pets closely. 

 
Transportation 

Driveway:  The driveway/parking lot is a dead end, but still could have traffic 
coming from either direction.  Please hold your child's hand in the parking lot, as 
people backing up cannot see small children.  

Child Safety Seats:  After discussion with the NC Department of Transportation 
and the Governor's Highway Safety Program, the following rules apply to those 
providing transportation for any of the trips: 

1. Use one seatbelt per person.  North Carolina Child Passenger Safety Law 
requires that all children under the age of 5 and less than 40 pounds 
must be in a weight-appropriate child safety seat.  Children who meet the 
5 years and over 40 pounds rule must still be secured by seat belts in a sitting 
position.  (G.S. 20-137.1) 

2. Only adults may ride in the front seat.  "BACK IS BEST" to transport children. 

3. If your safety belts do not having locking retractors, you will need to use a 
locking clip when putting in the child safety seat.  Most parents will provide 
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you with the locking clips for their child's seat; otherwise, we keep a few 
extras at school.  To check if your seatbelts have retractors – pull the belt out 
and let it go slightly, and then pull gently – if it locks, you have retractors.  You 
are responsible for the proper restraint of all the passengers riding with you.  
Don't hesitate to talk to the parents so they can be assured their child is safe. 

4. No additional insurance is needed other than the normal coverage required 
by North Carolina law for private use of your vehicle. 

5. Teachers will have emergency information for each child on the trip. 

 
Clothes Box 
 
Each child needs to bring to school a full change of clean clothes appropriate for the 
season.  Each child has a small box in his or her cubby in which to put extra clothes.  
FPS does keep a supply of loaner clothes in case your child has no clean clothes 
available. 
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Bylaws of Family Preschool 
 

(LAST UPDATED 8/2013) 

 

 

ARTICLE 1 – Name, Purpose 
 
Section 1: The name of this organization shall be "Family Preschool."  
 
Section 2: The preschool's purposes are:  
a. To help the preschool child develop socially, emotionally, physically, and intellectually by providing 
safe, interesting, and challenging play with boys and girls of similar ages;  
b. To provide an environment that encourages creative aptitudes; 
c. To provide the preschool parents with new experiences, guidance, and knowledge in order to help 
make them more effective as parents;  
d. To provide a nonprofit, non-sectarian, nondiscriminatory school situation; and  
e. To engage in other lawful activity that may be necessary to carry out these purposes. 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 2 – Membership  
 
Section 1: Members shall include both parents or each legal guardian (collectively “Parents” or 
“Parent”) of each child enrolled in the preschool, 1-day program and current teachers.  Membership 
shall commence no earlier than July 1

st
 immediately prior to the beginning of the school year for 

which a Parent’s child is enrolled and shall end no later than June 30 immediately after the end of 
such enrollment year. Each member (family or teacher) shall have one vote. Each family shall be 
entitled to vote, to hold office, and to be responsible for any work of the preschool they accept or are 
called upon to do.  No individual or family shall have more than one vote, and only one member of 
each family may hold elected office.  Members may vote in Elections and upon Dissolution, or any 
matter the Parent Executive Board (the “Board”) deems appropriate for a Membership vote. 
 
Section 2: Application and Enrollment Process:  
a. Application Process: To become a member of Family Preschool, families shall submit an 
application for membership. Non-members shall pay a non-refundable application fee to be 
determined by the Board. Applications from non-members for a given year shall be accepted 
beginning November 1 of the preceding academic year. Applications from current members shall be 
accepted during January.  Current and former members' registration shall be given preference over 
nonmember registration. 
b. Enrollment Process: For each child offered a space in Family Preschool, the family shall reserve 
that space by completing a registration form and paying a refundable tuition deposit and a non-
refundable supply fee determined by the Board.  The supply fee shall be prorated for applicants who 
are accepted after the beginning of the academic year.     
c. The Board may modify the terms of membership for some Parents and their children to 
accommodate issues such as class size, preferential registration, tuition and deposit payments, 
among other things. Where the terms of membership for any parent are modified, the Board shall 
enter into a contract with such Parent which details the modifications. Such a contract shall govern 
the rights and duties of such Parents where the terms of the contract differ from the terms of these 
Bylaws; otherwise, the Bylaws govern the rights and duties of such Parents. 
d. The Board has the right to exclude from membership any individual who has ever been convicted 
of a crime involving drug, sex, or physical violence; had charges of child abuse, neglect, or domestic 
violence substantiated by Social Services; had a history of child molestation; uses illegal drugs or 
abuses alcohol; or could otherwise put the children at risk. 
 
Section 3: Tuition and Fees: The Board will determine all fees, including but not limited to tuition, 
supply, and application fees. Tuition is due on the first of each month.  A tuition deposit equal to no 
less than one month’s tuition shall be paid no later than two weeks after notification that an 
application has been accepted.  



Section 4: Withdrawal Process 
a. Thirty days notice shall be given if a child is to be withdrawn from school. If notice is not given or if 
the child's space is not filled within 30 days after the child's official withdrawal date or if the family has 
not fulfilled the contractual agreement, the departing family forfeits its tuition deposit. If the position is 
filled during the 30-day period, a refund of the tuition deposit will be prorated according to the time the 
position was vacant. Any questions regarding individual situations should be addressed to the 
Enrollment Appeals Board. Other refunds of fees or tuition may be made only by recommendation of 
the Enrollment Appeals Board and action of the Board  
b. Parents may be requested to withdraw their child from the school if the program is determined to 
be unable to meet the child's needs upon the recommendation of the Director or by action of the 
Board.  
c. Beginning on the date that a Parent has withdrawn or has been asked to withdraw a child from 
Family Preschool, such Parent is no longer a Member of Family Preschool and the child of such a 
Parent is no longer enrolled at Family Preschool.  Notwithstanding this paragraph and any withdrawal 
or cessation of enrollment, any fees owed by such a Parent to Family Preschool remain due and 
owing to Family Preschool. 
 
Section 5: Enrollment Appeals Board: There is an Enrollment Appeals Board to handle questions or 
problems concerning registration, tuition deposits, or refunds. The Board will be composed of the 
Registrar, who will serve as chair, the President, the Director, and when needed, the Treasurer. This 
Board will review individual petitions and, when necessary, recommend action to the Parent Board. 
 
Section 6:  Parent Contract:  A member is required to help in the classroom and out of the classroom 
as described in the Parent Contract. The Grandparents of the child are permitted to fulfill this 
commitment for the Parents. For each additional child enrolled at the Family Preschool, the Parents 
may designate a Caregiver to help. If the Caregiver is not a member of the child’s family, then the 
Caregiver must have been employed by the child’s Parents for at least 6 months prior to helping as 
described in the Parent Contract. Each helping Grandparent and Caregiver must attend the Family 
Preschool Orientation. 
 
 
ARTICLE 3 – Meetings 
 
Section 1: General Meetings: General meetings of the Membership will be called by the Board or the 
Director as needed.  If a quorum of the Membership is present, an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the 
Membership is the act of the Membership. A quorum of the Membership consists of two-thirds of the 
voting Membership.  Notwithstanding this Article 3 Section 1, the election of officers shall be 
governed by Article 4 Section 2. 
 
Section 2: Orientation and Training: General meetings of the Membership are held at the beginning 
of the academic year for the purposes of orientation to the school and for training in the specific 
operations and procedures of the school.  
 
Section 3: Annual Business Meeting: In the Spring semester, there will be an Annual Business 
Meeting which will be for the purpose of receiving reports of officers and committees and for 
reviewing the next fiscal year's budget.  
 
Section 4: Board Meetings: Meetings of the Board, at which all members are welcome, shall be held 
monthly throughout the year, as determined by the Board.  Whenever possible, an agenda for a 
meeting of the Board shall be available in advance of the meeting, and such agendas typically include 
reports from Board members and committees, old and new business, public remarks, and the 
presentation and approval of the minutes of prior meetings. 
 
Section 5:  Maintaining Confidentiality:  Due to the potentially sensitive nature of topics discussed 
during meetings of the Board and the fact that all members are welcome, meeting participants shall 
not refer to FPS students and families by name when such information is not necessary or relevant to 
the discussion. This policy shall also apply to meetings of committees formed and convened by board 
members. 
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ARTICLE 4 – Parent Executive Board 
 
Section 1: Purpose: The purpose of the Parent Executive Board (the “Board”) is to manage the 
operation of the preschool, including but not limited to determining the schedule of classes, the length 
of the school day and the academic year.  Any major change in the operating schedule shall be 
approved by the Membership.  
 
Section 2: Elections: The Board shall consist of the officers and the Director; each of these Board 
members shall have a single vote on any proposal presented to the Board.  If available, the 
immediate past President will serve on the Board as a non-voting advisory member.  An election shall 
be valid if two-thirds of the Membership cast ballots.  A majority of all votes cast shall be necessary to 
elect an officer.  All officers shall be elected by the regularly scheduled meeting in May of each year 
and assume office at the end the May Board Meeting.  Any Parent who will be a Member of Family 
Preschool on July 1

st
 immediately following the May election shall be eligible to serve as an officer of 

the Board.  Each officer shall be elected for a one-year term.  If elected, members may serve on the 
board in various offices for several years; however, no member may fill any one office for more than 
two consecutive years. The Director is an employee of the Board and is not elected.  Vacancies in 
office may be filled by the Board at the next regularly scheduled meeting of the Board after such 
vacancy occurs.  Also, should a Board vacancy occur, the President may appoint someone to do the 
work of the vacant position until the position can be filled at the next Board meeting or until an 
election can be held. 
 
Section 3: Officers and Duties: The officers will be President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer, 
Registrar, Education and Elections Chair, Fundraising Chair, Family Relations Coordinator, and Class 
Representatives.  The Board receives no financial compensation for their service other than 
reasonable expenses. 
 
a. The duties of the President shall be to organize and preside at general and Board meetings with 
the Director and teachers and to notify parents of meetings, to serve as the church liaison, to serve 
on the Parent Teacher Liaison Committee, Budget Committee, and Enrollment Appeals Board, and to 
appoint committees when necessary.  
b. The duties of the Vice President shall be to preside at board meetings when the President is 
absent, to serve as the hours coordinator, to coordinate team cleaning sessions, to coordinate the 
efforts of quality control to ensure that standards of excellence are maintained at Family Preschool,  
and other duties as assigned by the President.  
c. The duties of the Secretary shall be to record and file minutes of every meeting and to handle 
correspondence. A synopsis of the minutes of these meetings must be made available for the 
parents' information.  
d. The duties of the Treasurer shall be to handle the finances involved in any of the preschool 
activities, to maintain the books, including but not limited to recording expenses, preparing the tax 
records and filing or causing them to be prepared and filed, etc., serve on the Budget Committee, 
serve on the Scholarship Committee, and serve on the Enrollment Appeals Board as needed.  
e. The duties of the Registrar shall be to serve as chair of the Enrollment Appeals Board, serve on the 
Scholarship Committee, organize FPS’ participation in the fall Preschool Fair, organize the Open 
House, coordinate tours, and do outreach to the community including posting flyers and 
advertisements.  
f. The duties of the Education and Elections Chair shall be to coordinate training and education for 
parents relevant to their duties as teaching assistants, to organize parent workshops, to serve as 
nominating committee chair, and to organize the Parent-Teacher Liaison Committee meetings.  
g. The duties of the Fundraising Chair shall be to organize the school's fundraising activities and to 
solicit and serve as support for parents working on specific fundraising projects. 
h. The duties of the Family Relations Coordinator shall be to coordinate assistance to member 
families in need (such as around the time of a birth, death, or financial crisis), plan Teacher 
Appreciation Week activities, organize social outings for parent groups, organize “family friendly” 
events such as picnics, play dates, and outings, and promote a sense of community among Family 
Preschool Members. 
i. Class Representatives from the 4- and 5-day programs (one each) shall be elected in the spring 
from their respective groups. Class Representatives from the 2- and 3-day programs shall be elected 



in the fall. The Class Representatives shall bring to the attention of the board the needs and concerns 
of their respective programs and serve on the Parent-Teacher Liaison Committee.  
 
Section 4: Operating Procedure of the Board: A proposal for action by the Board shall be presented 
to the Board for discussion at any Board meeting during the time set forth in the agenda for New 
Business. With respect to a proposal presented and discussed during the time set forth in the agenda 
for New Business, if a quorum of the Parent Board is present or represented by proxy, an affirmative, 
unanimous vote of the members of the Board who are present or represented by proxy is the act of 
the Board. If such a vote on a new proposal is not unanimous or if a quorum is not present or 
represented by proxy, the proposal shall be placed on the agenda for the next regularly scheduled 
meeting of the Board, to be discussed and voted on during the time set forth in the agenda for Old 
Business. With respect to a proposal presented and discussed during the time set forth in the agenda 
for Old Business, if a quorum of the Board is present or represented by proxy, an affirmative vote of 
two-thirds of the members of the Board is the act of the Board; however, if a quorum is not present, 
the President shall, within seven days thereafter, poll the members of the Board and determine the 
number of the members of the Board who vote for and against the proposal or abstain there from, in 
which case, an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the members of the Board is the act of the Board. The 
results of any poll taken by the President pursuant to this paragraph shall be reported at the next 
regularly scheduled meeting of the Board and such results shall be reported in the minutes of that 
meeting.  A quorum of the Board consists of representatives from two-thirds of the offices of that 
Board (if two Board members jointly hold an office, only one must be present to represent that office 
when the Board votes).  If an important issue requiring a vote of the Board arises between scheduled 
Board meetings, votes may be carried out when a quorum (as defined above) is present together in 
one location or represented by proxy; alternatively, if all active Board members are in agreement, the 
President may poll the Board members either by telephone or by email.  In this case, an act of the 
Board is defined as a unanimous agreement by all active Board members. 
 
Section 5: In April 2003, the Board approved the presence of a Consultant/Advisor to the Board. The 
Director should have the opportunity to select the Consultant/Advisor from her community of peers, 
from FPS alumni, the Eno River Unitarian Universalist Fellowship, or whomever she deems best 
suited to support her in running the school at any given time and that this person be asked to attend 
regular monthly executive board meetings.  Unless the Director or the Board determines otherwise, 
the Consultant/Advisor shall be appointed for a minimum of two years.  A Consultant/Advisor shall 
serve as a non-voting member of the FPS board. 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 5 – Committees 
 
Section 1: Parent/Teacher Liaison Committee:   
a. The Parent Teacher Liaison Committee is composed of the President, the Director, the Education 
and Elections Chair, and the Class Representatives. The Education and Elections Chair organizes 
and facilitates the meetings and gives a summary report to the Board. The President may, in 
consultation with the Director, appoint additional members. Members may, on occasion, request to 
present at a meeting. The purpose of the committee is to mediate problems among members of the 
co-op, including staff, in an objective manner, to oversee a periodic evaluation of parent satisfaction 
with the school and staff, and to recommend to the board renewal or non-renewal of teacher 
contracts at the April Parent Board meeting. As the meetings are confidential, committee members 
may not talk to other members about the content of the meetings. Committee members may call 
additional meetings as needed. 
b. The first meeting of the Parent/Teacher Liaison committee should be called within the first two 
months of school, typically October.  Regular meetings will be scheduled in January and March for 
the purpose of reviewing teacher contracts and making a teacher contract renewal recommendation 
to the Board for the April Board meeting. 
 
Section 2: Church Liaison Committee:  The Church Liaison Committee is composed of the President, 
the Director from Family Preschool and a representative of Eno River Unitarian Universalist 
Fellowship. The President is responsible for informing the committee of school related activities and 
information. The purpose of the Committee is to endeavor to maintain goodwill between the Church 
and the preschool. This committee works with representatives from the Church to collaborate on 
topics of mutual concern and to establish policy and resolve issues when necessary. 
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Section 3: Budget Committee: The Budget Committee consists of the Treasurer, President, and 
Director. The purpose of the committee is to develop a fiscally sound budget for the following 
academic year for recommendation to the Board, and the Membership, in the Spring semester. 
 
Section 4: Advisory Committee: The Board may convene an Advisory Committee if it deems it 
necessary. The purpose of the Advisory Committee will be to provide consultation on a specific issue 
before the Board. Advisory Committee members may be invited to attend any Board or general 
school meeting, but will have no vote regarding current affairs of the school. The Board shall 
determine the makeup of an Advisory Committee. 
 
Section 5:  Scholarship Committee:  The Scholarship Committee is composed of the Director, the 
Registrar(s), and the Treasurer.  This committee will review scholarship applications and award 
scholarships.   As long as the awarded amounts do not exceed the budget for scholarships, this 
committee has the authority to award scholarships, without the need for approval by the Board.  
However, if the budgeted amount for scholarships is inadequate or has already been exceeded, this 
committee will make recommendations to the Board about scholarship applications, and the Board 
must then consider whether or not to reallocate funds for those scholarships.  Scholarship 
applications are considered confidential; only the members of the Scholarship Committee will have 
access to the financial information and the identities of the applicants. 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 6 – The Director 
 
Section 1: The Director shall be employed by the Board.  
Section 2: The Director may also be employed as a teacher in the preschool.  
Section 3: The Director shall attend all meetings of the Board and be a voting member of the board.  
Section 4: The Director shall serve on the Church Liaison Committee, the Parent/Teacher Liaison 
Committee, Enrollment Appeals Board, the Budget Committee, the Scholarship Committee and such 
other committees as the Board shall determine. 
Section 5: Director Job Description: The duties of the Director shall be to:  
a. Coordinate efforts of the teaching staff to provide a sound educational, social, and emotional 
experience for the children;  
b. Serve as the contact person for educational and community associations, in order to ensure that 
standards of excellence are maintained at Family Preschool;  
c. Facilitate staff development through appropriate self-study, self-assessment tools and guidance 
regarding continuing education;  
d. Act as the liaison between the staff and Board, present to the board any recommendations or 
concerns of the teaching staff; 
e. Consult with the Treasurer and Budget Committee as needed in the preparation of the School's 
annual budget;  
f. Supervise the fall setup and spring closing of school;  
g. Keep school records;  
h. Coordinate enrollment and registration for the school; 
i. Verify student immunization and medical records;  
j. Make deposits of tuition and fees and other payments; 
k. Communicate with parents about the various issues that may arise during the course of the school 
year; 
l. Maintain open lines of communication between FPS and Eno River Unitarian Universalist 
Fellowship; 
m. Be present in the school for at least the first two hours of the school day to supervise daily school 
activities; 
n. Attend to school business during the summer break. 
 



 
ARTICLE 7 – The Teachers 
 
Section 1: All teachers shall be employed by the Board with the consent of the Director.  
 
Section 2: Teacher Job Description: The duties of the teachers shall be to:  
a. Work together to develop a preschool program conducted in accordance with recognized 
professional standards and compatible with the philosophy of Family Preschool.  
b. Meet two weeks before the opening of school to set up the school space, work on program 
planning, make home visits to the children, and begin to work with the Board members.  
c. Hold regular staff meetings to plan for and discuss the progress of the educational program, the 
development and well-being of the children, and other matters in the teaching domain; attend other 
meetings of the preschool concerning the educational program; attend Board meetings if they wish;  
d. Attend scheduled curriculum planning sessions with parents;  
e. Follow and assess the children's development, and provide consultation for the parents in 
conferences to be held twice yearly; 
f. Serve as a resource person to parents by helping with parent education workshops, being available 
(within reason) for individual discussions of child development and well being, and giving guidance to 
the parents participating in the classroom; and submitting at least one contribution to the Oddments 
during the course of the year; 
g. Maintain membership in appropriate professional organizations and attend professional 
conferences and meetings relevant to preschool education. Funds for professional development are 
available from the school's budget.  
h. Participate in periodic evaluation of the preschool;  
i. Select and arrange for the purchase of school equipment and supplies with approval of the Board; 
j. Have uppermost in mind the physical and emotional well being of the children.  
 
Section 3: Teacher Contracts 
a. Teacher contract renewals are considered at the April meeting of the Board.  During this meeting, 
the Director and the Parent-Teacher Liaison Committee shall make recommendations to the board 
regarding renewal and non-renewal of contracts.  
b. Two types of contracts may be recommended: 1) a standard contract for one year; or 2) a contract 
with a goal attached.  The latter contract is recommended when the committee or Director can identify 
a specific goal a teacher must target. Under the terms of this contract, if the goal is not met the 
contract will not be renewed the subsequent year.  
c. Any parent or teacher wishing to provide information or opinions concerning a teacher contract 
renewal should contact a Parent Teacher Liaison Committee member and request a time to speak at 
the January, or at the latest the March, Parent Teacher Liaison Committee meeting.  
d. Teachers will be informed of the contract recommendations the Parent-Teacher Liaison Committee 
and the Director plan to make to the board prior to the time of the April meeting of the Board.  If a 
teacher disagrees with the recommendation, he or she may request a meeting with the Parent-
Teacher Liaison Committee before the April meeting of the Board.  If a teacher disagrees with the 
April board decision concerning his/her contract renewal, he or she may appeal to the Board at its 
subsequent meeting.   
 
 
 
ARTICLE 8 – Insurance   
 
Liability insurance shall be carried by Family Preschool. 
 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 9 – Health Rules 
 

Section 1: Children admitted to Family Preschool must comply with the immunization schedule of 
the State of North Carolina.  A medical information and immunization form signed at a physician’s office 
or clinic must be submitted before the application is complete.  No child will be required to have any 
immunization if the child’s physician certifies that the required immunization is or may be detrimental to 
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the child’s health.  FPS does not recognize any religious exemptions from our immunization 
requirements.  

 

The director shall implement a plan to exclude a child who is either not immunized or under 
immunized (owing to a medical condition) from FPS, promptly, if a vaccine preventable disease to 
which children are susceptible occurs at FPS.  The director shall determine when the child can return 
to FPS.  
 
Section 2: Parents are encouraged to keep their child at home if he or she appears to be ill. If the 
child becomes ill during the school hours, the teacher shall request the parents to come for the child.  
The Director must be notified whenever a child has been exposed to a communicable disease and 
whenever such a disease is present in a family. 
 
Section 3:  The staff members of FPS will not routinely administer medications or apply either 
sunscreen or insect repellants (these must be applied by parents).  Exceptions will be made for 
children with serious medical conditions (including asthma or severe allergies), who may require 
“rescue” medications in the event of emergency situations.  Administration of these medications will 
require written authorization by both the child’s parent and their health care provider.  The child’s 
health care provider must also provide written guidance for the proper use of these medications. 
 
Section 4: The Director or teacher shall have final authority on whether or not a child's health 
requires that the child be removed from the school. 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 10 – Amendments  
 
A proposed Bylaw amendment must be submitted to the Board and will follow Board Operating 
procedure as defined by Article 4, Section 4. 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 11 – Dissolution  
Section 1: Family Preschool may be dissolved only upon a two-thirds vote of the Membership.  
 
Section 2: Upon dissolution of the Corporation and after all of its liabilities and obligations have been 
discharged or adequate provision made therefore, the assets of the Corporation shall be distributed to 
a charitable or educational institution organized for purposes similar to those set out in Article 1, 
Section 2 of these Bylaws that is exempt under Section 5O1(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1986 or any successor section.  
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